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ELECTRIC-ARC-VELD I'M G 

Works of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., East Pittsburgh, Pa. 

ELECTRIC ARC WELDING 
H E P R O C E S S of arc welding may be 

defined as the utilization of the intense 

concentrated heat produced by the 

electric arc for melting and fusing the 

metals to be welded. The electric arc 

produces the hottest flame known to 

science and is, therefore, particularly well adapted to 

welding. 

During the last few years an unusually rapid ad

vance has been made in electric are welding and it has 

now become recognized as an art very essential to a 

number of industries. The process, however, is not a 

new one, as is evidenced by the fact that in 1887, 

Bernados secured a patent covering the use of the 

electric arc for this purpose. A few years later, Salv-

ianoff introduced a process for casting metal into blow 

holes of defective castings by producing an arc between 

an electrode consisting of a metallic rod and the metal 

to be welded. 

The following definitions briefly explain the dif

ferent forms of welding to which reference is sometimes 

made. 

Autogenous Welding is that process by which the 

metals to be welded are raised to such a temperature 

that they will flow together and form a weld without 

the use of force or pressure. The arc weld belongs to 

this class. 

Forge Welding is that process by which metals 

to be wielded are raised to such a temperature that they 

can be forged into a perfect union by hammering or 

pressure. The spot and butt (incandescent) welds are 
of this class. 

Oxy-Acetylene Welding is a process for the weld

ing of two metals in which use is made of the heat pro

duced by the combustion of acetylene gas supported 

by oxygen, in a common pipe or torch. The oxy-acety-

lene process is largely used for cutting metals, and for 

welding in places where electric current is not available. 

Thermit Welding is a process by which two pieces 

of metal are welded through the heat produced by a 

chemical combination of certain substances. This is a 

casting process and requires a mold built around the 
material to be welded. 

Arc Welding Motor Generator Sets, used 
Baltimore &. Ohio Railroad Shops. 
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Samples showing the wide application of Electric Arc Welding. 

ELECTRIC ARC WELDING APPLICATION 
The field for electric arc welding is unlimited. Prac

tically every industry employing iron and steel, or 

other alloys, can utilize it to advantage. The process 

is used not only for joining two pieces of metal, but 

also for cutting metal, building on, or adding to other 

metal parts. 

As previously stated, the process has made enor

mous strides during the last few years until now it is 

widely used throughout those branches of the metal 

industry in which work is done on iron or steel in 

rolled, cast, or fabricated forms. New fields for its 

successful application are being discovered every day. 

Manufacturing Plants. Not only has arc welding 

become a well recognized process in manufacturing 

plants for repair and reclamation work, but it is now 

very generally being used as a manufacturing process, 

superseding riveting and other means of joining metal 

parts. Familiar examples of this class of work are:— 

ship construction, the manufacture of pressure vessels, 

steel barrels, caskets, structural steel buildings, tanks, 

boilers, automobile frames, machine tools, and hun

dreds of other applications. Excellent economies have 

been effected by the use of the arc process, especially 

when employed in quantity production. 

Many applications for arc welding have been devel

oped by manufacturers to meet their own individual 

requirements, and have, therefore, never become 

known outside of the companies by which they are em

ployed, owing to the fact that they form parts of 

competitive manufacturing processes which, for com

mercial reasons, it is not desired to divulge. 

An unusually successful application of the process 

to new work is in the laying of pipe lines where the two 

ends of the pipe are welded together instead of being 

joined by pipe couplings. This results in a stronger 

A worn blooming mill pinion repaired by the Arc Welding Process. 
The White Lines show the original outlines, the metal outside 
having been added. The cost of repairing four ends (two pinionsl 
was $170.00. The pinions cost $1,000.00 each and could be saved 
by no other process. 
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Welding on the end-piece of a tank using a Metallic Electrode. 

and more permanent joint and what is practically a 

continuous pipe line that has a tendency to reduce 

leakage at the joints. 

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Com

pany employs the arc welding process very extensively 

throughout its shops for both manufacturing and 

repairs. 

One instance of the former is the making of indus

trial motor frames. This frame consists of a slab of 

open hearth steel, rolled to the form of a ring by a 

special forging machine. This ring, after being tested 

for size and diameter, is allowed to cool and then the 

two ends of the slab are welded together by the carbon 

electrode process, thus forming a continuous ring. 

Machine Shops. Arc welding makes it possible 

to rectify errors in machining or to build up worn parts 

of equipment by welding on additional metal and then 

re-machining. Frequently, defects develop in castings 

after considerable machining has been done; in such 

cases, the castings may be saved by use of the electric 

arc. 
One of the important economies effected by the arc 

welding process is in connection with welding small 

sections of high-speed tool steel to shanks of ordinary 

machinery steel. The saving in this case is naturally 

dependent on the relative cost of the high-speed tip 

and the tool steel shank. A piece of the latter metal is 

forged to shape, and a piece of high-speed steel is cut 

to shape and then welded on the shank. The finished 

tool is then ground and tempered, and a high-speed 

steel tool is obtained at practically the cost of the 

shank, plus the nominal cost of welding. 

Lathe tool made by welding high speed steel tip to shank 
of low carbqn steel. 
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Reducing the cost of tools by welding high-speed steel tips to 
carbon steel shanks. 

Steel Mills. There are many places in steel mills 

where the arc welding process can be employed with a 

saving in time and expense over methods previously in 

use. The ends of the driving spindles, pinions, or wob

blers which have become badly worn, and that other

wise would probably have to be scrapped, can read

ily be built up to their original size, machined, and 

put back into service. Chipped and worn rolls can 

be welded and reground, thus materially prolonging 
their usefulness. 

A particularly important application of the electric 

arc in this industry is its use to burn out clogged tap-

holes in blast furnaces, which can be done in a very 

expeditious manner by this process. 

Foundries. Broken and defective steel castings 

can be reclaimed by arc welding. Steel castings which 

are found defective from sand spots, blow holes or 

shrinkage cracks can be quickly repaired with perfectly 

(a) Flue in place 
and expanded 

satisfactory results. When these defects develop dur

ing machining, they can be filled up without removing 

the casting from the machine and the work continued 

with little loss of time. The welds in the casting, if 

properly made, are as readily machined as any other 

part of the work. Risers and sink-heads can be cut off 

quickly and more cheaply than by other methods. 

Boiler Shops. The arc welding process has been 

extensively used in the manufacture of tanks, cars, 

flues and similar equipment. The work is done not 

only simpler and cheaper, but with more satisfactory 

results, and the welded portions are found to be 

stronger and less apt to leak than riveted work. 

Railroad Shops. Arc welding finds an extensive 

field of application in railroad shops. Not only is it 

largely used in making repairs but also in the manu

facture of equipment. Some locomotive builders use 

the process in the manufacture of fire boxes and smoke 

boxes, and it is very generally employed in making 

repairs to fire and smoke boxes, locomotive frames, 

flue welding, building up mud rings, and other work 

of this character. In addition, a wide field is found in 

welding roofs and side sheets and in cutting rivets. 

Another operation in which the electric arc has been 

employed to great advantage in railroad shops, is the 

Blow holes developed in this large casting during machining. T h e holes 
on the left have been chipped and cleaned forElectric Welding. C o m 
pleted welds are s h o w n at the right before being remachined 

Before welding 

After welding 

(d) 

T w o left sketches show old method of expanding and beading over boiler flues in end sheets without welding 

methods used in welding boiler flues in place. 
Four right sketches s h o w 
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Corroded surface of locomotive boiler mud ring repaired by Electric Arc Welding. 

maintenance of steel driving wheel centers, which can 

be easily repaired and restored to service with a very 

considerable saving not only in time but also in ex

pense, over former methods. This process is of very 

great value in reclamation work, as it is not only the 

most economical, but at the same time, the most ef

fective method of repairing and reclaiming worn equip

ment, which otherwise would have to be scrapped. 

The esteem in which the arc welding process is held 

by the railway master mechanics may be determined 

from a report made after a year's investigation by the 

Committee on Design, Construction and Inspection of 

Locomotive Boilers of the American Railway Master 

Mechanics Association, a quotation from which follows: 

"From the reports received from different roads, 

they indicate that considerable difficulty is experi

enced from welding flues with the oxy-acetylene pro

cess, while the roads using the electric process report 

very satisfactory results, especially one of the roads 

that tried out both methods and found that the electric 

process gave such good results that it has adopted this 

for standard practice and has at least 200 engines now 

running with flues welded in. The flues have seen con

siderable service and when engines were brought into 

the shop for intermediate repairs it was not necessary 

to remove the flues, which had been their practice 

heretofore. Therefore, your committee recommends 

the electric process for welding flues. 

"It appears that the cost of welding flues in accord

ance with the electric process is cheaper than with 

the oxy-acetylene process. It also gives better service. 

It must be remembered that maintenance cost is al-

Welding seams in back tube sheet of locomotive fire bos. 
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Repairing a broken locomotive frame. The weld, which is shown in 
white is 3 inches high, 4'2 inches wide, and 4 inches deep. 

One man finished the entire job in about 5 hours. 

most entirely eliminated; also that engine failures are 

avoided and engines can be kept in service a greater 

length of time. The present indications are that flues 

can be run the three-year limit without removal." 

Electric Railway Shops. Arc welding is in ex

tensive use in this field. Broken axle brackets and 

motor frames are quickly repaired. Worn or broken 

parts of cars such as truck frames, brake hangers, 

journal boxes, gear cases, resistors, drawheads and 

underframing, can nearly always be repaired without 

taking the truck from under the car, owing to the ease 

of application of the electric arc. 

The arc welding process is capable of effecting many 

economies in this field on account of the numerous 

repairs which can be made to the rolling stock without 

the necessity of dismantling it, which, coupled with the 

saving resulting from keeping the car in service rather 

than having it idle in the shops, is typical of the sav

ings being effected by street railway master mechanics 

all over the country. 

RC-VELDING (§) 
Railway Track Systems. Another interesting ap

plication on electric and steam railroads is that of 

building material on cupped rails, worn track frogs, 

and cross-overs which are subject to severe and rapid 

local wearing at points which are hammered by the 

wheels of passing cars. It is frequently difficult as well 

as expensive to replace such pieces of work in busy 

streets of large cities, and therefore the arc welding 

process is particularly adaptable as the worn parts can 

be built up by depositing metal thereon, and subse

quently ground into shape without being removed. 

In fact, the only way in which they can be repaired is 

by the use of the arc process, the other alternative 

being to put in new rails, frogs or cross-overs. 

Some railway companies also make a practice of 

welding fish plates or rail joints to the rails instead of 

the bolted or riveted construction previously used. 

Shipyards. Probably in no one industry Tias the 

arc welding process made more advance recently than 

in the building of ships. Formerly used only for inci

dental work on repair of boilers, hatchwrays, engine 

room equipment and detail parts about the ship, it is 

now being applied to other portions of ship construc

tion such as bulkheads, coffer dams, and work of a 

similar character. The indications are that the fabri

cation of ships in this manner, thereby replacing to a 

great extent the riveted construction, will very con

siderably shorten the time and reduce the expense of 

ship construction. 

There are so many fitting's and parts employed in 

ship building which can be welded at a reduced cost by 

the arc process that it has already become a vitally 

important and indispensable adjunct to this industry. 

Cupped rails, worn track frogs and cross-overs can be easily built up 
and subsequently ground into shape without being removed. 
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Upper view, worn gear case. Lower view, gear case with similar 
hole patched by Arc Welding. 
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Savings Effected in a Railway Shop 

Worn car wheels that can be built up and re-machined for further 
service. 

Advantages of Arc Welding 

The principal advantages of arc welding- are: 

1—Low cost. 

2—Ease and convenience of application. 

3—Speed of operation. 

4—Reliability of results. 

5—Reclaiming defective material. 

6—Safety. 

7—Conservation of material. 

8—Less skilled labor required. 

The cost of welding by the electric arc process in its 

field of application is lower than by any other process 

with which it can be compared. The reason for this is 

the high temperature produced by the electric arc 

within a given area. Comparative costs made on the 

performance of the same work by means of the oxy-

acetylene method show the arc process to be invari

ably from one-half to one-third cheaper than the oxy-

acetylene process. 

The ease and convenience of its application is 

another big advantage which has brought arc welding 

into popular favor to such a great extent during recent 

years. The fact that it is possible to do overhead 

welding with the metal electrode process widens its 

application considerably. 

The following examples of savings effected by arc 

welding in a railroad shop are taken from actual jobs 

carried through the shop at different times and show 

the actual costs of welding and of putting the appa

ratus back into service by either replacement or repair 

of the old parts. 

OPERATION 

1—Welding lender draft casting 
2—Plugging 51 holes in expansion plate 

holes 1" dia. x %" deep 
•i—Repairing mud ring 
4—Building up flat spots on locomotive 

5—Huilding up 4 piston valve flanges. . . . 

7—Cutting four 6-inch holes in tender deck 

8—Building up jaws of 2 pedestal caps. . . 
9—Welding main rod, broken through end 

11—Welding three spokes in driving wheel 
center 

12—Welding cracks in bulkhead in tender 
tank 

13—Welding cracks in side and door sheets 

14—Repairing air drum 
15—Welding crosshead 

17—Welding guide yoke 
18—Repairing mud ring 
19—Welding four eccentric rods 
20—Welding expansion plate 
21—Welding cracked crown sheet 
22—Welding flue bridges 
23—Welding cylinders 

COST 
OF 

WELDING 

$ 1.11 

2 75 
6.50 

.40 
9.52 
5.57 

1.08 
3.49 
6.35 

134.89 

11.20 

2.33 

4.23 
2.83 
.90 

3.69 
.55 

2.32 
.75 
.45 

1.03 
.78 
.76 

4.53 

COST OF RE
PLACEMENT 
OR REPAIR 
BY OTHER 
METHODS 

$ 18.31* 

10 15 
34.57° 

225 00** 
24.20* 
32 70° 

8.35 
10.00 
70.49* 
869.58f 

126.60* 

8.00 

24.35° 
12.64* 
35.40+. 
19.83J 
47.00+ 
29.40 
13.08 
4.09t 

95.00+. 
67.00+. 
13. SO 
10.51 

N e w parts required 
Repair 
Estimated cost to turn down all drivers as 
required. This would mean also the loss o 
wear on the tires. 

N e w fire box required 
N e w part 

would otherwise be 
f at least one year's 

Worn car wheel (tread and flange] built up by Electric 
Arc Welding before re-machining. 
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Welding flues in back flue sheet in locomotive fire box.- L ] 

Ease of Application. One of the prime features 

of electric arc welding that makes it so essential to 

industry is its ease of application. It can be applied 

wherever electric current is available, and can be 

carried to the work. This is of particular value in many 

instances, especially in the case of a railroad desiring 

to repair a locomotive frame. The equipment can be 

taken to the yard and the work done without the 

necessity of taking the locomotive to the round house 

or of dismantling it. 

It is simple, easily operated and can be applied to 

overhead work, where it would not be possible to use 

other welding processes. 

Speed of Operation. It is possible to weld a great 

deal faster with the arc process because of the ease of 

application and the intense heat produced by the arc 

within a limited area. While machining a cast steel 

fly wheel recently, a large blowhole was discovered 

which seriously affected not only its strength but also 

the appearance. Without removing the casting from 

the machine, the defect was repaired in fifteen minutes 

and the machining work proceeded. Had it not been 

for the use of the arc welding process, the work would 

have been delayed until a new casting could have been 

obtained. 

Reliability of Results. Not only has the arc 

welding process demonstrated its value as to cost and 

time saving but reliable results are assured. For ex

ample one railroad reports the use of approximately 100 

locomotives with welded frames without any subse

quent failures and another road has had 80 per cent of 

its locomotives operating with electrically welded 

frames without a single failure. Examples of success

ful welds might be multiplied by the hundreds of 

thousands. 
Reclaiming Defective or Worn Material. It fre

quently happens in many manufacturing operations 

that a defect in a casting is not discovered until a con

siderable amount of machine work has been done and 

its value correspondingly increased. By the use of the 

arc welding process the defect can be repaired, fre

quently without removing the work from the machine, 

and thereby obviating the probability of having to 

scrap the casting. 

Worn parts of castings, such as shafts, pinions, 

gears, etc., can be built up by the addition of new 

metal, machined and put back into service, thus effect

ing very material savings, over the replacement by 

new castings. 

Safety. Electric arc welding is essentially a low 

voltage operation as the potential across the arc will 

not exceed from 20 to 40 volts and the maximum open 

circuit potential for the best results, should not be over 

60 volts. Therefore, danger from this source is elim

inated. 

Protective devices are provided which insure the 

operator against any injurious effects from the glare 

of the arc. 

Conservation of Metal. Less metal is used when 

a job is done by the arc welding process than when 

riveting construction is employed, as in the latter ease, 

it is necessary to lap the ends over one another and 

pass the rivets through the lap, whereas with the arc 

it is only necessary to supply the metal to fill in a small 

gap between the two ends and no rivets or other fast

eners are required. This may seem like a small matter, 

but when used in connection with a process like the 

manufacture of wash boilers and similar receptacles, 

where the quantities run into the thousands, the saving 

is a very marked one. 

Less Skilled Labor Required. Due to the num

erous manufacturing and repair operations in which 

arc welding has superseded other processes, it has been 

possible to dispense, in many cases, with the skilled 

mechanics and operators formerly required. This ap

plies particularly to the riveting process in which the 

operator always requires a helper. 

Frequently, it is difficult to obtain skilled labor re

quired in the different processes, whereas operators 

can be easily and readily instructed in arc welding. 

The mistakes made by beginners can generally be 

easily corrected, and the time required for instruction 

is brief for a man possessed of ordinary intelligence. 

14 
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Cutting Metals 

In this application the carbon electrode process is 

used (See page 22), and a current value of 150.to 800 

amperes, depending on the thickness of the metal and 

the speed of cutting desired. A moderate cutting speed 

is obtained at a small operating expense, adapting it 

particularly for use in foundries for cutting off risers, 

sink heads, for cutting up scrap, and general work of 

this nature where a smooth finish cut is not essential. 
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Rate of cutting cast iron of circular cross section. 

The cross section of these risers, etc., is frequently 

of considerable area, but by the use of the proper cur

rent value, they m ay be readily removed. 

The following table shows the results obtained from 

tests in cutting steel plate with the electric arc and the 

accompanying curves show the rate of cutting cast 

iron sections of various shapes, cast iron plates, 

circular cross sections, and square blocks. The 

curves are based on data secured through an ex

tensive series of observations using about 600 amperes. 

THICKNESS 
IN INCHES 

Vs 
V2 
Vs 
M 1 
Ws 
2 
4 
6 
8 
10 
12 

CURRENT 
IN AMPS. 

400 
400 
400 
400 
600 
600 
600 
600 
800 
800 
800 
800 

SPEED 
MINUTES 
PER FT. 

.50 
1.20 
2.14 
3.00 
3.75 
4.32 
6.75 
16.90 
29.00 
40.50 
59.00 
65.00 

KW-HRS. 
PER FT. 

.312 

.75 
1.34 
1.88 
3.50 
4.10 
6.30 
15.50 
36.20 
50.00 
74.00 
82.00 

POWER 
COST 

PER FT. 

$.00312 
.0075 
.0134 
.0188 
.0350 
.0410 
.0630 
. 1550 
.3620 
. 5000 
.7400 
.8200 

TOTAL 
COST 

PER FT. 

$.0056 
.0135 
.0240 
.0340 
.0540 
.0630 
.0970 
.2390 
.5100 
.7000 

1.0300 
1.1500 

.6 

s~5 

S 4 

O 
i=—3 

•1 2 
a 

0 

\ 
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2 ^ 2_ 
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\ 
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Rate of cutting cast iron plates. 

Metals that can be Welded 

The question naturally arises as to what metals can 

be Welded with uniform results. Although theoretic

ally it is possible to weld any two metals, practically, 

there are limitations. Causing metal to melt and run 

into a joint does not constitute a good weld. The weld 

is made when the pieces of metal to be welded are in a 

liquid state with the slag and oxide floating on the top. 

The metals best adapted to the arc welding process 

are wrought iron, boiler plate, and those grades of steel 

used for fabricated shapes in general commercial work, 

which under proper conditions can be welded with un

varying success. 

In order to afford a clear conception of the work

able metals and some of their characteristics, the fol

lowing explanatory paragraphs are given in which 

—12 
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Rate of cutting cast iron square blocks. 

use has been made of the definitions contained in the 

report of the Arc Welding Committee of the Amer

ican Railway Electrical Engineers' Association. 

"Iron ore as it is mined from the earth is a mixture 

of red oxide of iron, silicon, sulphur, phosphorus, car

bon, either in the free or combined state or both, cop

per, quartz, slate, in fact the ore may contain almost 
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any of the minerals of the earth. The mining of this 

ore and its conversion into iron and steel products 

forms the world's greatest industry. 

"Iron ore is smelted in blast furnaces to produce 

metallic iron. The smelting process consists essent

ially of the removal of the oxygen which is combined 

with the iron. The product, however, is not chemically 

pure iron. Pure iron is a laboratory product and is of 

no commercial value. The metal which comes from 

the blast furnaces of this country contains the follow

ing elements: iron, carbon, silicon, manganese,sulphur, 

phosphorus, and oxygen. Solutions and chemical com

pounds of these elements exist in the metal, but for our 

purposes here it is sufficient to state only that the 

elements are present in the metal in some form. The 

molten metal from the blast furnace is cast into the 

form known as pig iron. 

"Cast Iron. The term 'cast iron' is applied to 

pig iron after it has been re-melted in a cupola and cast 

into some commercial shape. There may or may not 

be a difference in chemical composition between pig 

iron and cast iron. The two terms are used to desig

nate the form of the iron rather than any difference in 

chemical composition. 

"The gray iron casting is obtained by melting pig 

iron in a cupola and casting the molten metal in sand. 

If there is a slight change in the chemical composition 

of the metal, it is unsought and incidental to the re-

melting. The sand mold allows the metal to cool 

slowly. The amount of free carbon in the form of 

graphite in gray iron is comparatively large. This 

gives the gray appearance to the fracture from which 

the name is derived. 

"The white iron casting is made of metal of the 

same chemical composition as is used to make gray 

iron castings. The molten metal is cast in cold metal 

molds and is thereby 'chilled.' It is evident that no 

very great change in the chemical composition could 

take place in this 'chilling' process. However, the 

sudden cooling arrests the formation of the crystalline 

structure to such an extent that the physical proper

ties of ' chilled' iron are different from those of gray 

iron in which the normal crystalline structure exists. 

Chilled iron is hard and brittle. The white appearance 

of the fracture of the metal gives the cause for its name 

and is due to the comparatively small amount of free 

carbon present in the metal." 

A large amount of cast iron usually reaches the 

welder's table and he is frequently asked to weld 
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broken iron castings. Cast iron is difficult to weld by 

any process under the most favorable conditions due 

to its brittleness and low tensile strength, but it can 

be done by the exercise of care in the selection of weld

ing equipment, proper electrodes, and pre-heating the 

casting. There is no way, however, by which the 

strength of the welded joint m a y be accurately pre

determined and the work should never be undertaken 

unless the person responsible is thoroughly familiar 

with these facts and of the uncertainty of the results. 

" Malleable castings are annealed white iron east

ings. The castings before they are annealed are hard 

Negligible effect of striking an arc on the physical 
characteristics of mild steel. 

TEST PIECE 

Ultimate Tensile Strength 

I Percent Elongation 

1 

49100 
43 

2 

49200 
41 7 

3 

48400 
41 .8 

4 

48600 
44 

5 

49350 
40 

and brittle as compared with gray iron castings. White 

iron contains carbon in the combined state. White 

iron is annealed to free the carbon. Malleable iron, 

therefore, is essentially free iron or ferrite in which is 

intermingled free carbon in the form of graphite. Since 

ferrite is soft and malleable, the annealed casting par

takes of these properties and is called a malleable cast

ing. Annealed eastings seldom show the effect of the 

annealing throughout their entire mass; as a rule the 

annealing does not produce a noticeable effect beyond 

a fraction of an inch below the surface of the casting." 

The correction of flaws in malleable casting's by the 

electric arc process effects very large savings. The 
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welding is always done after the casting has been an

nealed and made into a malleable casting. The anneal

ing usually affects the casting only to a small depth, 

and the welding is done in this annealed or softened 

section which then becomes similar in character to 

carbon cast steel. The work m a y be done with either 

the carbon or metal electrode process, depending on 

the size and shape of the casting. Due to the thinness 

of the annealed section a comparatively low current 

density is used on the carbon electrode. The electrode 

in the hand of the operator is sometimes made the 

positive terminal in order to reduce the effective heat 

on the casting. If the casting is to be machined in the 

welded section, it must be re-annealed. 

W r o u g h t Iron. Wrought iron is different from all 

cast iron in that it has not only been melted, but also 

been given mechanical treatment. The mechanical 

treatment consists of squeezing the slag out of the 

metal and rolling it into bars of convenient shape. 

These bars are called "merchant bars." The quality 

of wrought iron is a function of its purity, i.e., its free

dom from every substance except iron or ferrite. Nor

way and Swedish irons have heretofore been the purest 

which could be obtained, due principally to the fact 

that the ore of these countries does not contain phos

phorus or sulphur. 

Wrou8'ht iron is used as a base in the manufacture 

of the highest quality of crucible steels, owing to its 

purity. 

Flues arc welded to rear flue sheet in locomotive fire box. 

Converter Steel. The manufacture of steel by the 

Bessemer or Open Hearth process, amounts essentially 

to the melting of pig iron in a cupola from which it is 

transferred to the converter and the impurities re

moved by oxidation, after which the elements desired 

are added. The process is said to be acid or basic, ac

cording to the kind of lining which is used in the con

verter. The basic lining produces a chemical reaction 

in the iron which removes the phosphorus. After the 

metal is freed, so far as that is possible, from the im

purities, a number of different elements may be added 

to get certain properties in the steel. A m o n g the ele

ments which are added arc: carbon, manganese, nickel, 

chromium, vanadium, tungsten. In ordinary boiler 

plate and structural shapes, the controlling elements 

are carbon and manganese, and these two elements are 

the only ones added. The carbon content determines 

the tensile strength. The manganese is added simply 

to toughen the metal and prepare it for the mechanical 

treatment in the rolls. Boiler plate and shapes usually 

contain from two to three-tenths of one per cent carbon 

and from four to six-tenths of one per cent manganese. 

After the steel has been given the desired composi

tion it may be drawn from the converter into ladles 

and later poured into the molds to make steel castings, 

or it may be drawn from the converter into ingot 

molds and prepared for the rolls. It should be noted 

that plates and shapes are simply cast steel which has 

been subjected to mechanical treatment in the rolls. 

If the steel is to be finally used for forgings, the 

ingot is simply rolled into bars called billets. These 

billets are then subjected to a final mechanical treat

ment in the drop-forging machine. 

The heat treatment of steel is a broad subject, but 

it consists essentially of changing the crystaline struc

ture of the steel without changing its chemical compo

sition in order to get certain desirable properties. 

Cast Steel. Neglecting the effect of heat treat

ment, the physical properties of cast steel are deter

mined by the kind and amount of the several "impur

ities" which are contained in the metal. There are 

many combinations of these "impurities," which are 

used to get certain characteristics in the steel which 

seem to meet the requirements of the service demanded 

of the casting. 

While there are almost an unlimited number of com

binations of these elements which may be obtained, 

the ordinary steel foundry uses a relatively small num

ber of the possible combinations. Each element pro

duces its characteristic effect on the metal, but the 

effect on the tensile strength, ductility, toughness and 

malleability, is not necessarily proportional to the 

quantity of the added element over a very wide range. 
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General Effect ot Impurities 

Silicon—The presence of silicon in iron or steel 

causes brittleness. Silicon in the metal increases its 

ability to resist abrasion. One-half of one per cent is 

about the largest amount of silicon present in any 

commercial cast steel. 

Arc Welding Accessories used in preparing and making the welds 
shown in steel casting. 

Phosphorus—This element is undesirable in any 

quantity and is eliminated to as great an extent as 

possible. Phosphorus causes "cold short" or brittle

ness. 

Sulphur—Like phosphorus, sulphur in steel is un

desirable. Sulphur causes "hot short" or brittleness 

when the metal is red hot or hotter. 

Manganese—Up to .2 per cent, the presence of 

manganese in steel improves the ductility and tough

ness. It also helps to remove the phosphorus and sul

phur from combination with the iron. Between 1.5 

and 5.5 per cent manganese causes brittleness in steel. 

Around 10 per cent the steel is ductile again, but very 

hard and cannot be softened. 

Nickel—Nickel increases the tensile strength of 

steel without impairing the elasticity. Nickel steel 

does not rust as badly as steel without the nickel. 

From 3 to 3.5 per cent is the usual amount added. 

Vanadium—Vanadium is similar in its effect on 

steel to nickel. 

Chromium—Chromium is similar in its effect on 

steel to manganese. 

Tungsten—Tungsten is used in the manufacture 

of high speed steels. High speed steel has the property 

of retaining its hardness at high temperatures. 

Little is known at present regarding the effect on 

the weldability produced by the presence of most of 

the impurities given above, where the electric arc 

welding process is used. No data has been published 

on the subject. It is known, however, that steel con

taining 5 per cent or more carbon is subject to "burn

ing" at much lower temperatures than low carbon 

steels. This fact can readily be observed in arc welding 

practice, i.e., the tendency being toward "burnt" 

metal in the weld. The observations which have been 

made up to the present time seem to indicate that the 

tendency toward "burning" shown in steels of com

paratively high carbon content, is the only consider

able effect which is produced on the weldability by the 

presence of any of the impurities in their usual amount. 

Metals with comparatively low fusing points, such 

as brass or bronze that have less than 3 per cent zinc 

content and copper, can be welded by the arc process 

if care is taken. Brass having a high percentage of zinc 

is quite apt to be porous as the zinc volatilizes at a 

comparatively low temperature. Aluminum is difficult 

to weld because of its oxidation at a lower temperature 

than its melting point. All of these metals fuse at points 

so much below the heat of the electric arc that unless 

great care is used they are injured by the heat. 

Chipped roll repaired by means of Electric Arc. 
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The Electric Arc 
Electric Arc Welding is the transformation of elec

trical energy into heat through the medium of an arc 

for the purpose of melting and fusing together two 

metals without pressure, allowing them to melt, unite, 

and then cool. The process is sometimes referred to as 

autogenous welding, since fusion is accomplished en

tirely without pressure. The heat is produced by the 

passage of an electric current from one conductor to 

another through air which is a poor conductor of 

electricity, and offers a high resistance to its passage. 

The heat of the arc is the hottest flame that is 

obtainable, varying in temperature estimated to be 

between 3500 and 4000 degrees Centigrade. 

The metal to be welded is made one terminal of the 

circuit, the other terminal being the electrode. By 

bringing the electrode into contact with the metal and 

instantly withdrawing it a short distance, an arc is 

established between the two. Through the medium of 

the heat thus produced, metal may be entirely melted 

away or cut, added to or built up, or fused to another 

piece of metal as desired. 

A particularly advantageous feature of the electric 

arc weld is afforded through the concentration of this 

intense heat in a small area, enabling it to be applied 

just where it is needed. 

Direct current is now generally used for arc welding 

because at the present stage of development of the art, 

results are more satisfactory than can be obtained by 

the use of alternating current. 

When using direct current, the metal to be welded 

is made the positive terminal of the circuit, and the 

electrode is made the negative terminal. More heat is 

generated at the positive than at the negative termi

nal, therefore, if the work to be welded is made posi

tive, more of the heat is concentrated at the point 

where it is most needed. 

Two systems of electric arc welding, based on the 

type of electrode employed, are in general use:— 

1—Metal electrode. 

2—Carbon electrode. 

Metal Electrode Process 
In this process, a metal rod or pencil is made the 

negative terminal, and the metal to be welded becomes 

the positive terminal. 

When the arc is drawn, the metal rod melts at the 

end and is automatically deposited in a molten state 

in the hottest portion of the weld surface. Since the 

filler is carried directly to the weld, this process is 

particularly well adapted to work on vertical surfaces 

and to overhead work. 

If the proper length of arc is uniformly maintained 

on clean work, the voltage across the arc will never 

greatly exceed 22 volts for bare electrodes and 35 volts 

for coated electrodes. The arc length will vary to a 

certain degree, however, owing to the physical impossi-
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Simple schematic welding circuit. 

bility of an operator being able to hold the electrode at 

an absolutely uniform distance from the metal through

out the time required to make the weld. 

It is very essential that the surfaces be absolutely 

clean and free from oxides and dirt, as any foreign 

matter present will materially affect the success of the 

weld. 
Characteristics of the Arc. When using a metal

lic electrode, the arc which is formed by withdrawing 

it from the work, consists of a highly luminous central 

core of iron vapor surrounded by a flame composed 

largely of oxide vapors. At the temperature prevailing 

in the arc stream and at the electrode terminals, chem

ical combinations occur instantaneously between the 

vaporized metals and the atmospheric gases. These 

reactions continue until a flame of incandescent gas

eous compounds is formed which completely envelops 

the arc core. However, drafts created by the high 

temperature of the vapors and by local air currents 

tend to remove this protecting screen as fast as it is 

formed, making it necessary for the welder to manip

ulate the electrode so that the maximum protective 
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Welding Arcs, (a) Long arc of 175 amperes showing deflection of arc 
stream to left and oxide flame being blown to right, thereby expos
ing the new metal, (bl Short arc of 175 amperes showing concen
tration of gases completely enveloping the newly deposited metal. 
By reason of intensely actinic light from the arcs, the electrodes 
and the plate did not show in the photograph, and their position 
was sketched on in the print. 

flame for both arc stream and electrode deposit is con
tinuously secured. This can be obtained automatic
ally by the maintenance of a short arc and the proper 

inclination of the electrode towards the work in order 

to compensate for draft currents. 

Selection of Electrodes. The use of a metallic 

electrode for arc welding has proved more satisfactory 

than the use of a carbon or graphite electrode which 

necessitates feeding the new metal or filler into the arc 

by means of a rod or wire. The chief reason for this is 

that, when the metallic electrode process is used, the 

end of the electrode is melted and the molten metal is 

carried through the arc to be deposited on the material 

being welded at the point where the material is in a 

molten state produced by the heat of the arc. Thus a 

perfect union or fusion is produced with the newly 

deposited metal. 

Wire for metallic arc welding must be of uniform 

homogeneous structure, free from segregation, oxides, 

pipes, seams, etc. The commercial weldability of elec

trodes should be determined by means of tests per

formed by an experienced operator, who can ascertain 

whether the wire flows smoothly and evenly through 

the arc without any detrimental phenomena. 

The following table indicates the maximum range 

of the chemical composition of bare electrodes for 

welding mild steel: 

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION 
Carbon trace up to 25% 
Manganese trace up to 99% 
Phosphorus not to exceed 05% 
Sulphur not to exceed 05% 
Silicon not to exceed 08% 

The composition of the mild steel electrodes, com

monly used, is around .18 per cent carbon, and manga

nese not exceeding .5 per cent, with only a trace of 

phosphorus, sulphur and silicon. 
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The size, in diameter, ordinarily required will be }/g 

in., ?32 in., and %; in. and only occasionally the ̂  in. 

These electrodes are furnished by a number of firms, 

among whom are John A. Roeblings Sons Co., Trenton, 

N. J.; American Rolling Mills Co., Middletown, Ohio; 

American Steel & Wire Co., Pittsburgh; and Ferride 

Electric Welding Wire Co., New York City; Page 

WovenAVire Co., Monessen, Pa.; John Potts Company, 

Philadelphia. 
Coated Electrodes. A coated electrode is one 

which has had a coating of some kind applied to its 

surface for the purpose of improving the metal in the 

weld by totally or partially excluding the atmosphere 

from the metal while in a molten state when passing 

through the arc and after it has been deposited. By 

employing such coating, the use of special alloy steel 

electrodes has been made possible—for example: man

ganese steel, carbon steel, nickel steel, vanadium steel, 

and tungsten tool steel have all been deposited suc

cessfully as well as Ampco bronze and copper, using 

the metallic arc. 

A cheap simple coating not only for the special 

steels but also for the commoner mild steel electrodes 

as well, is needed not only to improve the metal in 

welds made with the present grade of welding wire now 

in general use, but also to make possible the use of a 

better grade of welding wire for some of the more im

portant operations. 

The proper size of electrode may be determined 

from the accompanying curve, from which it will be 

seen that the class of work, and current used are both 

factors determining the size of the electrode for welding 

steel plates of various thicknesses. To find the diame

ter of the metallic electrode required, select, for ex

ample, a. three-eighths plate, and follow horizontally 

to the "Thickness of the Plate Curve." The vertical 

line through this intersection represents about 110 

amperes as the most suitable current to be used with 

Characteristics of Arc Welding Circuit using a hot-rolled steel electrode. 
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^Deposited Metal 

Cross section of weld made with coated electrode showing slag in
clusions liable to be characteristic of deep welds when using asbes
tos-covered electrodes. 

this size of plate. Then follow this vertical line to 

its intersection with the "Diameter of Electrode" 

curve which locates a horizontal line representing ap

proximately five thirty-seconds inch diameter elec

trode. In a similar manner, a one-half inch plate re

quires about 125 amperes and a five thirty-second inch 

electrode. 

It should be borne in mind, however, that these 

values are only approximate as the amount of current 

to be used is dependent on the temperature of the 

plate and also upon the type of joint (see page 29). 

For example, when making a lap weld between two 

one-half inch steel plates 

at ordinary air tempera

ture of about 05 F. it has 

been found that the best 

results were obtained by 

using a current of about 

225 amperes, and a -̂fg 

inch diameter electrode. 

The explanation for the 

high current permissible 

is the tremendous heat 

storage and dissipation 

capacity of the lapped 

plates which makes the 

combination practically 

equivalent to that of a 

butt weld of two one-inch 

plates. For that reason 

the above values will be 

very greatly increased in 

the case of lap welds which 

require practically twice 

the amount of current 

taken by the butt welds. 

When the proper current value is used there will 

be a crater, or depression, formed when the arc is in-

Section through fourteen Round 
metallic electrode deposit on z/%" 
plate. 

Cross sections of weld made with Norway iron electrodes, showing 
slag content caused by excessive oxidation characteristic of very 
low carbon electrodes. 

The Current Value. The amount of current to 

be used is dependent on the thickness of the plate to 

be welded when this value is ̂4-inch or less. Average 

values for welding mild steel plates with direct current 

are indicated by the curve referred to above in connec

tion with the selection of the electrode of proper size. 

This data is also shown by the following table: 

PLATE THICKNESS 
IN INCHES 

«s 
Vs 
?16 

H 
5*8 
lA 
% 
% 
Vs 
1 

CURRENT 
IN AMPERES 

20 to 50 
50 to 85 
75 to 110 
90 to 125 
110 to 150 
125 to 170 
140 to 185 
150 to 200 
165 to 215 
175 to 225 

ELECTRODE DIAMETER 
IN INCHES 

hi 
532 

h 
Vs 
532 
% 
5*32 

%> 
Hi 
% 

so 100 /so 
Mperes dre Current 

200 2S0 

Relation of approximate Arc currents and Electrode diameters. 
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terrupted. This shows that the newly deposited metal 

is penetrating or "biting into" the work. 

The importance of the proper current value in deter

mining the strength of a weld is shown in the accom

panying illustration of two welds. The weld at the 

left shows good fusion and recession of original surface 

or material as well as no slag inclusion, all of which 

results from careful manipulation of the arc, and the 

use of the proper arc current. The weld at the right is 

poor, having been made with too low a value of current 

with consequent incomplete fusion, porosity caused by 

unfused overlapping metal, and failure during the test 

at the scarfed face instead of through the weld. 

Failure through 
deposited metal _ 
Good fusion 
Wide band of 
metal influenced 
by fusion 
indicarinq 
good fusion 
Weld s h a n k — 

-Line of 
failure af scarf 
surface 

-Oeposifed material 
conraining oxides, 
blowholes. 
^-Poor fusion 

-Weld shanK 

Good Weld Poor Weld 

Character of welds. 

Carbon Electrode Process 
In this process, the negative terminal or electrode 

is a carbon pencil from 6 to 12 inches in length and 

from J4 to 13̂ 2 inches in diameter. This was the orig

inal process devised by Bernados and has been in more 

or less general use for more than thirty years. The 

metal is made the positive terminal as in the metal 

electrode process in order that the greater heat devel

oped in this terminal may be applied just where it is 

needed. Also, if the carbon were positive, the tendency 

would be for the carbon particles to flow into the weld 

and thereby make it hard and more difficult to machine. 

The current used in this process is usually between 

300 and 450 amperes. For some special applications 

as high as from 600 to 800 may be required, especially 

if considerable speed is desired. The arc supplies the 

heat and the filler metal must be fed into the weld by 

hand from a metallic bar. 

The class of work to which the carbon process may 

be applied includes cutting or melting of metals, re

pairing broken parts and building up materials, but 

it is not especially adapted to work where strength is 

of prime importance unless the operator is trained in 

the use of the carbon electrode. It is not possible to 

weld with it overhead or on a vertical surface but 

there are many classes of work which can be profitably 

done by this process. It can be used very advantage

ously for improving the finished surface of welds made 

by metal electrodes. The carbon electrode process is 

particularly adapted to welding cast iron and non-

ferreous metals. 

Preparation of the Work 

In order to prepare the metal for a satisfactory 

weld, the entire surfaces to be welded must be made 

readily accessible to the deposit of the new metal 

which is to be added. In addition, it is very essential 

that the surfaces are free from dirt, grease, sand, rust 

or other foreign matter. For this service, a sand blast, 

metal wire brush, or cold chisel are recommended. 

If the edges of two plates are to be welded together 

with the plates in a common plane, the edges of both 

should be bevelled to an angle of 45 degrees, making a 

total of 90 degrees, into which metal can be deposited. 

If the pieces can be turned for welding from both 

sides, then both edges of each plate m a y be bevelled 

only one-half as much, as new filler will be required to 

fill the angles. W h e n cracks in castings are to be re

paired, the material should be bevelled along the cracks 

in a similar manner. It is not advisable to remove more 

metal than is necessary to obtain the proper bevel. 

Pre-heating. During the past few years rapid 

strides have been made in the improvement of steels 

by the proper correlation of heat treatment and chem

ical composition. The characteristics of high carbon 

and alloy steels, particularly, have been radically im

proved. However, no amount of heat treatment will 

appreciably improve or change the characteristics of 

medium and low carbon steels which comprise the 

greatest field of application for arc welding. Further

more, the metal usually deposited by the arc is a low 

carbon steel often approaching commercially pure iron. 

It must be evident therefore that the changes of steel 

structure due to the arc welding process will not be 

appreciable and furthermore that any subsequent heat 

treatment of the medium or mild steel material will 

not result in improvements commensurate with the 
cost. 

Pre-heating of medium and mild steel before apply

ing the arc is not necessary and will only enable the 

operator to make a weld with a lesser value of current. 

This, however, will reduce the speed of welding because 

the rate of depositing the electrode metal is dependent 
upon the current flowing. 
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Left—Concentrated deposit on mild steel obtained by using a short 
arc length. Right -Diffused deposit on mild steel obtained by 

using a long arc length. 

Top or plane view of cross sections shown above. 

It is conceded that cast iron welds, especially if 

made with the metallic electrode, must be annealed 

before machining is done in the welded sections. This 

is necessary because at the boundary between the 

original cast iron and the deposited metal there will 

be formed a zone of hard, high carbon steel produced 

by the union of carbon (from the cast iron) with the 

iron filler. This material is chilled quite suddenly after 

the weld is made by the dissipation of the heat into 

the surrounding cast iron which is usually at a compar

atively low temperature. 

Although it is not absolutely necessary to pre-heat 

cast iron previous to arc welding, this is done in some 

instances to produce a partial annealing of the finished 

weld. The pre-heating operation will raise the temper

ature of a large portion of the casting. W h e n the weld 

is completed, the heat in the casting will flow into the 

welded section, thereby reducing the rate of cooling. 

This will not yield as good results as actual annealing. 

To get the best results the annealing should be done 

before the casting has a chance to cool to the room 

temperature. 
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Arc Length 

The maintenance of the proper arc length for the 

metallic electrode process is very important. Sections 

through deposits formed with a short arc and a long 

arc are shown in the accompanying illustrations, as 

well as the top views of the same deposits. It will be 

noted that with a long arc, it has been caused to move 

around an extended surface of the work probably by 

the natural air drafts with the results that there is only 

a thin deposit of the new metal with poor fusion. If, 

however, the arc is maintained short, much better 

fusion is obtained, the new metal will be confined to a 

smaller area, and the burning and porosity of the 

fused metal will be reduced by the greater protection 

from atmospheric oxygen afforded by the enveloping 

inert gases. With increase in arc length, the flame 

becomes harder to control, so that it is impossible to 

adequately protect the deposited metal from oxidation. 

The arc length should be uniform and just as short 

as it is possible for a good welder to maintain it. Under 

good normal conditions the arc length is such that the 

arc voltage never exceeds 25 volts and the best results 

are obtained between 18 and 22 volts. For an arc of 

175 amperes the actual gap will be about }/g inch. 

Manipulation of the Arc 

The arc is established by touching the electrode to 

the work, and drawing it away to approximately }/% 

inch, in the case of the metallic electrode. This is best 

done by a dragging touch with the electrode slightly 

out of vertical. The electrode is then held approxi

mately at right angles to the surface of the work, as 

the tendency is for the heat to go straight from the end 

of the electrode. This assures the fusing of the work, 

provided the proper current and arc length have been 

uniformly maintained. 

B C 
Diagram illustrating filling sequence. 

A slight semi-circular motion of the electrode, which 

at the same time is moved along the groove, will tend 

to float the slag to the top better than if the electrode 

is moved along a straight line in one continuous direc

tion and the best results are obtained when the welding 

progresses in an upward direction. It is necessary in 

making a good weld to "bite" into the work to create 
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a perfect fusion along the edges of the weld, while the 

movement of the electrode is necessary for the removal 

of any mechanical impurities that may be deposited. 

It is the practice to collect the slag about a nucleus by 

this rotary movement and then float it to the edge of 

the weld. If this cannot be done, the slag is removed 

by clipping or brushing with a wire brush. 

Filling Sequence 
When making a long seam between plates, the oper

ator is always confronted with the problem of expan

sion and contraction which causes the plates to warp 

and produce internal strains in both plates and depos

ited material. To minimize these difficulties welders 

have found numerous shop kinks from practical exper

ience, some of which are given below. 

Diagram illustrating back-step method. 

The accompanying sketch shows the method of 

welding two plates together. The plates are prepared 

for welding as previously described, and the arc is 

started at the point A. The welding then progresses 

to the point B, joining the edges together, to point D 

and back to A. This procedure is carried on with the 

first layer filling in a space of 6 or 8 inches in length, 

afterwards returning for the additional layers neces

sary to fill the groove. This method allows the entire 

electrode to be deposited without breaking the arc, and 

the thin edges of the work are not fused away as might 

be the case if the operator should endeavor to join 

these edges by moving the electrode in one continuous 

direction. This method also prevents too rapid chill

ing with consequent local strains adjacent to the weld. 

*When making a long seam weld, for example, a 

butt weld between two plates, the two pieces of metal 

will warp and have their relative positions distorted 

during the welding process, unless the proper method 

is used. One which has been quite satisfactory is that 

in which the plates are fastened together by light tack 

welds about eight inches apart along the whole seam. 

The operator then makes a complete weld between the 

first two tacks as described in the preceding para

graph, and, skipping three spaces, welds between the 

fifth and sixth tacks and so on until the end of the 

seam is reached. This skipping process is repeated 

by starting between the second and third tacks and so 

on until the complete seam is welded. The adoption 

of this method permits the heat, in a restricted area, 

to be dissipated and radiated before additional welding 

is performed near that area. Thus the weld is made 

on comparatively cool sections of the plates which 

keeps the expansion at a minimum. 

Another method very similar to the preceding 

one, is known as the back-step method, in which the 

weld is performed in sections as in the skipping pro

cess. After the pieces are tacked at intervals of six 

inches or less for short seams, the arc is applied at the 

second tack and the groove welded back complete to 

the first tack. Work is then begun at the third tack 

and the weld carried back to the second tack, prac

tically completing that section. Each section is fin

ished before starting the next. 

The accompanying sketch shows the procedure of 

welding in a square sheet or patch. Work is started 

at A and carried to B completely welding the seam. 

In order that work may next be started at the coolest 

point, the bottom seam is completed starting at D, 

finishing at C. The next seam is A to D, starting at A. 

The last seam is finished, starting at B, and completing 
the weld at C. 

B A 

D 
Diagram illustrating square patch method. 

"This method was devised and has been successfully put inlo 
operation by Messrs. E. Wanamaker and H. R, Pennington, of the 
Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific R. R. 
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Alternating Current Arc Welding 

Direct current has been used for arc welding be

cause of the fact that it possesses certain inherent 

advantages that make it especially adaptable for this 

class of work. Very recently, however, the use of 

alternating current for arc welding has found a num

ber of advocates. 

W h e n employing this form of energy, use is made 

of a transformer to reduce the distribution voltage to 

that suitable for application to the weld. Some manu

facturers find it necessary to supply a fan for cooling 

the transformer in order to keep its size down to a 

minimum. 

Inasmuch as the arc voltage is obtained directly 

from the distribution mains through a transformer, 

the theoretical efficiency is high compared with the 

direct current process which requires the introduction 

of a motor-generator or resistor or both. The efficiency 

of the A.C. equipments now on the market ranges 

from 60 to 80 per cent. The transformer, however, is 

designed to have a large leakage reactance so as to 

furnish stability to the arc, which very materially 

reduces its efficiency when compared with that of the 

standard distribution transformer used by lighting 

companies. 
It is very difficult to maintain the alternating arc 

especially when using a bare electrode though this 

difficulty is somewhat relieved when use is made of a 

coated electrode. 
If power is purchased from a central station, the 

cost for actual energy used will probably be less on 

account of the higher efficiency of the transformer. 

However, the welding process produces a very low 

power factor in the circuit, and if this is taken into 

consideration, as is being done generally by central 

stations at the present time, the resultant cost will be 

higher than I hat of the direct current process. The 

power factor is generally in the neighborhood of from 

20 to 30 per cent, depending on the current value used. 

If power generating equipment is purchased, the 

cost will be higher than for the equivalent capacity in 

the kilowatts of direct current machinery, owing to 

the very low power factor. For example, if it requires 

10 KYV at the arc, and the power factor is 2 5 % , this 

would require a capacity of 40 K V A in the power house. 

The speed of welding is slower with the A . C process 

as it is practically impossible for an operator to hold 

the alternating arc throughout a working day of eight 

In foundries sinkers are removed by using the 
carbon electrode process. 

A fractured locomotive frame repaired by means of 
the Electric Arc. 

or ten hours, owing to the frequency with which the 

arc breaks and allows the crater to become oxidized. 

Also, the alternating current process does not per

mit the use of the carbon arc with its attendant advan

tages for cutting and certain other classes of work. 

The open circuit voltage of most transformers for 

this service is 135 to 1.50 volts which is sufficiently high 

to be a real life hazard to the operators. 

Other objections offered are the introduction of 

oxide into the weld when the arc is broken, need of 

skill to hold the arc when using a bare electrode, sput

tering of the electrode resulting in a more rapid use 

of the electrode, and excessive noise of the arc. 

It is reasonably safe to predict, therefore, that until 

some commercially satisfactory static apparatus for 

power-factor correction is developed, or until a com

paratively new and entirely satisfactory electrode of 

the coated, cored or alloy type is developed, the appli

cation of alternating-current arc welding will probably 

be confined to a very limited field. 
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Inspection 

The determination of the character of the welded 

joint is of the utmost importance, as all manufactured 

apparatus is now accepted practically on the basis of 

complying with a process specification rigidly enforced 

in connection with the application of certain tests on 

the finished product. 

A large steel tank with seams welded by the Electric Arc process. 

The four factors which determine the physical char

acteristics of the metallic electrode arc weld are: fusion, 

slag content, porosity, and crystal structure. Some 

important methods that have been used for indicating 

these characteristics are: 

(1) Examination of the weld by visual means to 

determine: 

(a) Finish of the surface as an index to work
manship. 

(b) Length of deposits, which indicates the 
frequency of breaking the arc, and therefore, 
the ability to control it. 

(c) Uniformity of the deposits, as an indica
tion of the faithfulness with which the filler 
metal is placed in position. 

(d) Fusion of deposited metal to bottom.of weld 
scarf as shown by appearance of under side 
of welded joint. 

(e) Predominance of surface porosity and slag. 

(2) The edges of the deposited layers chipped with 

a cold chisel or calking tool to determine the relative 

adhesion of deposit. 

(3) Penetration tests by kerosene to indicate the 

linked unfused zones, slag pockets and porosity. 

RC -VELDING % 
It is not necessary, however, except under unusual 

circumstances, to apply such an elaborate series of 

tests. 

Of the above methods, the visual examination is of 

more importance than is generally realized. Together 

with it, the chipping and calking tests are of particular 

usefulness, the latter serving to indicate the neglect by 

the operator of the main principles of welding, as only 

a very poor weld will respond to the test. 

Since the characteristics of the weld are almost en

tirely under the control of the operator, it is very 

desirable to develop his judgment by encouraging fre

quent examination of test welds. The inspector m a y 

consider that through the proper use of the visual, 

chipping and penetrating tests a more definite ap

praisal of the finished joint m a y be secured, than is 

possible in other manufacturing processes. The opera

tion m a y be still further safeguarded by requiring the 

rigid adherence to certain prescribed specifications. 

Even by visual means a very good estimate can be 

made by one familiar with characteristics of good 

welds. The finish of the weld indicates the kind of 

workmanship done. The lengths of the deposits show 

the frequency with which the arc was broken, and 

therefore, the operator's ability to control the arc. 

The faithfulness with which the filler metal is placed 

in position is indicated by the uniformity of the de

posits while the fusion of the deposited metal to the 

bottom of the weld is shown by the appearance of the 

under side of the welded joint. B y this visual test, 

the predominance of surface porosity and slag is also 

observed if present. 

The essential information relating to fusion, slag 

content, porosity and crystal structure m a y be secured 

Angle iron supports securely welded to bottom of tank by metal 
electrode process. 
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by observing the surface exposed by cutting through 

the zone of fusion. The exposed section should be 

ground to a smooth surface and then dipped in a ten 

per cent nitric acid solution for a few seconds at a time, 

until the line of fusion appears. If the scarf surfaces 

have been completely fused and but little slag and 

porosity is in evidence, a large mild steel weld should 

have a tensile strength of 45,000 to 55,000 pounds per 

square inch, and a reduction in area of about seven 

per cent. However, an experienced operator can deter

mine the kind of welding done by merely chipping the 

deposited layers with a cold chisel to test the adhesion. 

Training 

The most successful applications of arc welding un

doubtedly have been in places where thorough super

vision and training of welders have been carried on 

and systematic studies have been made to determine 

the best sequence of operation and the most suitable 

materials to be used for the welding work. No matter 

what kind of material is to be welded nor what the 

type of electrode is, the reliability of the weld rests 

in a large degree upon the operator. If he has been 

properly trained and is skilled in the art, he knows 

whether he is making a good weld or not, and after 

much practice should be able to judge if a finished 

weld is a good one by looking at it. 

In choosing men to be trained as operators it is 

found that the best ones come from the skilled crafts, 

such as boiler-makers, blacksmiths, and machinists or 

men of equal experience in the mechanical field. This 

type of men, if skilled and enthusiastic, will discover 

new and profitable applications for arc welding. 

M R . H. A. H O R N O R , head of the Electric Welding 

Branch, Education and Training Section, the United 

States Shipping Board, the Emergency Fleet Cor

poration, has made a thorough study of this subject 

and in a paper presented before the American Institute 

of Electrical Engineers, October, 1918, he discussed the 

matter at some length. He said in part:—"No matter 

what the type of electrode is nor its composition, no 

matter what kind of shank material is to be welded, 

no matter what kind of apparatus is employed, the 

reliability of the weld rests mainly upon the man who 

makes it. This man, if he has been properly trained 

and is skilled in the art, knows instantly whether he 

is making a weld or not." 

RC -VELDING % 
Training courses have been established for opera

tors all over the country, and men are taken from the 

various industries, given a course of training and then 

returned to their own employer to carry on the instruc

tion among their fellow workmen. The methods em

ployed are simple, at the same time thorough and in

clude instruction of the proper method of handling the 

electrode in order to be able to give it the required 

A "close-up" showing an excellent welded tank seam. 

movement. It is also the object of the training course 

to give him intensive practice work so that he readily 

becomes a good craftsman. 

After a period, depending on his ability, the operator 

is allowed to do actual work on commercial jobs which 

will result in giving him confidence in his ability to 

perform such work. In this way he is fitted to become 

a skilled workman capable of making successful welds 

upon which reliance can be placed, providing he has 

conscientiously followed the instructions. The method 

is simple and operators soon acquire the knack of man

ipulating the electrode so as to maintain the arc satis

factorily. 

M R . H O R N O R also says:—"It is the consensus of 

opinion that all industries doing serious work with the 

electric arc should use men who are certified as to their 

ability in the art of electric welding. The main reason 

for this opinion is that the operator must be a con

scientious workman, or the weld will not be of perfect 

quality." 
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NOMENCLATURE 
In order to aid in the standardization of the various Board is given. It is suggested that general use be 
types of joints and welding operations the nomen- made of it in the industrial world so that all may 
clature prepared by the Welding Committee of the speak the same welding terms in the field or shop. The 
Emergency Fleet Corporation, United States Shipping nomenclature is given as follows: 

Strap Butt Lap 

O • A 
Single 
V 

Double 

V 
Straight 

> X I 
Flat Horizontal 

F H 

Tack 
Spacing 

Caulking 
Layers 

6 7 

Reinforced Flush 

Type of 

Joint 

Design of 

Weld 

Position of 

Weld 

Kind of 

Weld 

Type of 

Weld 

Fillet Plug Tee 

V Ch ^7 
Single 
Bevel 

Double 
Bevel 

— ^ — • 

Vertical Overhead 

V 0 

Strength 
Layers 

Composite 
Layers 

8 9 

Concave 

BRUSH - SCRAPE - CHISEL 
PREPARATION 

FOR 

WELD 

STEEL BRONZE -

Bz. 

- HEAT 

MATERIAL 
OF 

ELECTRODES 

JL" 
16 

SIZE 
OF 

ELECTRODES 

55 -- 70 - 85 -100 -115 

FLUX 

BRASS - SPECIAL - COVERED 

B. 

_5" 
32 

A" 
16 

1" 
4 

CURRENT 
IN 

AMPERES' 

-130-145-160-175- SPECIAL 

For data on size of electrode and current value in amperes see table and curve on Page 21. 
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Type of foint 

STRAP 

Strap weld is one in which the seam of two adjoin

ing plates or surfaces is reinforced by any form or shape 

to add strength and stability to the join! or plate. In 

this form of weld the scam can only be welded from 

the sitle of the work opposite the reinforcement, and 

the reinforcement, of whatever shape, inusl be welded 

from the side of the work to which the reinforcement 

is applied. 

BUTT • 

Butt weld is one in which two plates or surfaces 

are brought together edge to edge and welded along 

the seam thus formed. The two plates when so welded 

form a perfectly flat plane in themselves, excluding 

the possible projective caused by other individual ob

jects as frames, straps, stiffeners, etc., or the building 

up of the weld proper. 

Lap weld is one in which the edges of two planes are 

set one above the other and the welding material so 

applied as to bind the edge of one plate to the face of 

the other plate. In this form of weld the seam or lap 

forms a raised surface along its entire extent. 

.") 



Plug weld is one used to connect the metals by 

welding through a hole in either one plate (Figure 

" A " ) or both plates (Figure " B " ) . Also used for filling 

through a bolt hole as at (Figure " C " ) , or for added 

strength when fastening fixtures to the face of a plate 

by drilling a countersunk hole through the fixtures 

(Figure " D " ) and applying the welding material 

through this hole, as at (Figure " D " ) thereby fasten

ing the fixture to the plate at this point. 

Fillet weld is one in which some fixture or member 

is welded to the face of the plate, by welding along the 

vertical edge of the fixture or member (see "welds" 

shown and marked " A " on illustration at left). The 

welding material is applied in the corner thus formed 

and finished at an angle of forty-five degrees to the 

plate. 

PLUG SYMBOL 

Tee weld is one where one plate is welded vertically 

to another as in the case of the edge of a transverse 

bulkhead (Figure " A " ) , being welded against the 

shellplating or deck. This is a weld which in all cases 

requires exceptional care and can only be used where 

it is possible to work from both sides of the vertical 

plate. Also used for welding a rod in a vertical position 

to a flat surface, as the rung of a ladder (Figure " C " ) , 

or a plate welded vertically to a pipe stanchion 

(Figure " B " ) , as in the case of water closet stalls. 
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Design ot Weld 

Single "V" is a term applied to the "edge finish" 

of a plate when this edge is beveled from both sides 

to an angle, the degrees of which are left to the de

signer. To be used when the " V " side of the plate is 

to be a maximum "strength" weld, with the plate 

setting vertically to the face of adjoining member, and 

only when the electrode can be applied from both sides 

of the work. 

DOUBLE "V SPACE 
ANY THICKNESS Va 

THICKNESS 

Straight is a term applied to the "edge finish" of 

a plate, when this edge is left in its crude or sheared 

state. To be used only where maximum strength is 

not essential, or unless used in connection with strap, 

stiffener or frame, or where it is impossible to other

wise finish the edge. Also to be used for a "strength" 

weld, when edges of two plates set vertically to each 

other—as the edge of a box. 

SYMBOL 

itfFOR Ve THICK PLT ORI.ESS | s p A a J p 
Vii FOR "As THICK PLT^OR MORE J' J/*" 

^^_ ^/\ ^ ^ jS^ \ THIS MEMBER MAY 
{ "^T | J \ BE OMITTED IF 
| \ j , jS NOT A FRAME, STRAP. -** 
' >L^ 9 ^IJ^ OR STIFFENER. 

^ 

Double Bevel is a term applied to the edge finish 

of two adjoining plates, when the adjoining edges of 

both plates are beveled from one side only to an angle, 

the degrees of which are left to the designer. To be 

used where maximum strength is required, and where 

electrode can be applied from one side of the work 

only. 

SINGLE "V" 
SYMBOL 

> 
SPACE 

ANY THICKNESS '/g 

Double "V" is a term applied to the "edge finish" 

of two adjoining plates when the adjoining edges of 

both plates beveled from both sides to an angle, the 

degrees of which are left to the designer. To be used 

when the two plates are to be "butted " together along 

these two sides for a maximum " strength" weld. Only 

to be used when welding can be performed from both 

sides of the plate. 

STRAIGHT 

SPACE SHOULD 
EOUAL V-2 OF 
PLATE THICKNESS 

SYMBOL 

X 

SPACE SHOULD EOUAL 
t'2 OF PLATE THICK
NESS PLUS l/g 

•-j [—- VS ANY THICKNESS 

Single Bevel is a term applied to the edge finish 

of a plate, when this edge is beveled from one side only 

to an angle, the degrees of which are left to the de

signer. To be used for "strength" welding, when the 

electrode can be applied from one side of the plate 

only, or where it is impossible to finish the adjoining 

surface. 

DOUBLE BEVEL 

O 

THIS MEMBER MAY BE 
OMITTED IF NOT A FRAME 
STRAP OR STIFFENER 
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-FLAT 

Position of Weld 

Flat position is determined when the welding ma

terial is applied to a surface on the same plane as the 

deck, allowing the electrode to be held in an upright 

or vertical position. The welding surface may be en

tirely on a plane with the deck, or one side may be 

vertical to the deck and welded to an adjoining mem

ber that is on a plane with the deck. 

Horizontal position is determined when the weld

ing material is applied to a seam or opening, the plane 

of which is vertical to the deck and the line of weld is 

parallel with the deck, allowing the electrode to be 

held in an inboard or outboard position. 

Vertical position is determined when the welding 

material is applied to a surface or seam, whose line 

extends in a direction from one deck to the deck above, 

regardless of whether the adjoining members are on a 

single plane or at an angle to each other. In this posi

tion of weld, the electrode would also be held in a 

partially horizontal position to the work. 

Overhead position is determined when the welding 

material is applied from the under side of any member 

whose plane is parallel to the deck and necessitates the 

electrode being held in a downright or inverted posi
tion. 
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Kind of Weld 

TACK 

A Caulking weld is one in which the density of the 

crystalline metal, used to close up the seam or open

ing, is such that no possible leakage is visible under a 

water, oil or air pressure of 25 lbs. per square inch. 

The ultimate strength of a caulking weld is not of 

material importance—neither is the "design of weld" 

of this kind necessary of consideration. 

A Tack weld is applying the welding in small sec

tions to hold two edges together, and should always be 

specified by giving the space from center to center to 

weld and the length of the weld itself. No particular 

"design of weld" is necessary of consideration. 

A Tack is also used for temporarily holding mater

ial in place that is to be solidly welded, until the proper 

alinement and position is obtained, and in this case 

neither the length, space, or design of weld are to be 

specified. 

CAULKING 

STRENGTH 

A Composite weld is one in which both the strength 

and density are of the most vital importance. The 

strength must be at least as specified for a "strength 

weld," and the density must meet the requirements 

of a "caulking weld" both as above defined. The 

minimum number of layers of welding material must 

always be specified by the designer, but the welder 

must be in a position to know if this number must be 

increased according to the welder's working conditions. 

A Strength weld is one in which the sectional area 

of the welding material must be so considered that its 

tensile strength and elongation per square inch must 

equal at least 80 per cent of the ultimate strength per 

square inch of the surrounding material. (To be de

termined and specified by the designer.) The welding 

material can be applied in any number of layers beyond 

a minimum specified by the designer. 

The density of the crystalline metals is not of vital 

importance. In this form of weld, the "design of 

weld" must be specified by the designer and followed 

by the operator. 

COMPOSITE 
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Type of Weld 

REINFORCED 
DOTTED LINES SHOW THE FLUSH SURFACE >^ 

Reinforced is a term applied to a weld when the 

top layer of the welding material is built up above the 

plane of the surrounding material as at Fig. " A " or 

Fig. " B " above, or when used for a corner as in Fig. 

"C." The top of final layer should project above a 

plane of 45 degrees to the adjoining material. This 45 

degree line is shown "dotted" in Fig. " C " above. This 

type is chiefly used in a "strength" or "composite" 

kind of weld for the purpose of obtaining the maximum 

strength efficiency, and should be specified by the de

signer, together with a minimum of layers of welding 

material. 

FLUSH 

-^y i 

Flush is a term applied to a weld when the top layer 

is finished perfectly flat or on the same plane as on the 

adjoining material as shown at Figs. " D " and " E " 

above or at an angle of 45 degrees when used to con

nect two surfaces at an angle to each other as at Fig. 

" F " above. This type of weld is to be used where a 

maximum tensile strength is not all important and 

must be specified by the designer, together with a min

imum number of layers of welding material. 

DOTTED LINES SHOW THE FLUSH SURFACE -

Concave is a term applied to a weld when the top 

layer finishes below the plane of the surrounding ma

terial as at Fig. " G " above, or beneath a plane of 45 

degrees at an angular connection as at Figs. " H " and 

"J" above. 

To be used as a weld of no further importance than 

filling in a seam or opening, or for strictly caulking 

purposes, when it is found that a minimum amount of 

welding material will suffice to sustain a specified 

pound square inch pressure without leakage. In this 

"type of weld" it will not be necessary for the designer 

ordinarily to specify the number of layers of material 

owing to the lack of structural importance. 
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Combination of Symbols 

STRAP WELD, REINFORCED, 

COMPOSITE OF THREE LAYERS, 

VERTICAL, STRAIGHT, 

yV, VERTICAL WELD 

i 
PLATE •% 

$> STRAP 

PLATE 

This sketch and symbol shows a strap holding two 

plates together, setting vertically, with the welding 

material applied in not less than three layers at each 

edge of the strap, as well as between the plates with a 

reinforced, composite finish, so as to make the welded 

seams absolutely water, air or oil tight, and to attain 

the maximum tensile strength. The edges of the strap 

and the plates are left in a natural or sheared finish. 

This type of welding is used for most particular kind 

of work where maximum strains are to be sustained. 

This illustration shows a strap holding two plates 

together horizontally, welded as a strength member 

with a minimum of three layers and a flush finish. 

Inasmuch as the strap necessitates welding of the 

plates from one side only, both edges of the plates are 

bevelled to an angle, the degrees of which are left to 

the discretion of the designer. The edges of the strap 

are left in a natural or sheared state, and the maximum 

strength is attained by the mode of applying the weld

ing material, and through the sectional area per square 

inch exceeding the sectional area of the surrounding 

material. 

STRAP WELD, FLUSH, 

STRENGTH OF 3 LAYERS, 

HORIZONTAL, FLAT AND 

OVERHEAD, DOUBLE BEVEL 

PLATE HORIZONTAL WELD 

/mmmw^&mm 
STRAP 

•s^ggggggSgfe^SSggSZ^gS 
OVERHEAD WELD 

STRAP, TACK, OVERHEAD, 
8" CENTER TO CENTER 
4" LONG, BUTT, REINFORCED 
COMPOSITE OF 3 LAYERS, 
FLAT, STRAIGHT. 

.FLAT WELD 

OVERHEAD WELD 

This symbol represents two plates butted together 

and welded flat, with a composite weld of not less than 

three layers, and a reinforced finish. A strap is at

tached by means of overhead tacking, the tacks being 

four inches long and spaced eight inches from center 

to center. In this case, the welding of the plates of 

maximum strength and water, air or oil tight, but the 

tacking is either for the purpose of holding the strap 

in place until it may be continuously welded, or be

cause strength is not essential. All the edges are left 

in their natural or sheared state. 
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x 

BUTT WELD, CONCAVE, 
CAULKING OF 2 LAYERS. 
FLAT, STRAIGHT. 

FLAT WELD 

The symbol shown represents a butt weld between 

two plates with the welding material finished concaved 

and applied in a minimum of two layers to take the 

place of caulking. The edges of the plates are left in a 

natural shear cut finish. This symbol will be quite 

frequently used for deck plating or any other place 

where strength is not essential, but where the material 

must be water, air or oil tight. 

STRAIGHT 

This symbol is used where the edges of two plates 

are vertically butted together and welded as a strength 

member. The edges of adjoining plates are finished 

with a " double vee " and the minimum of three layers 

of welding material applied from each side, finished 

with a convex surface, thereby making the sectional 

area per square inch of the weld, greater than that of 

the plates. This will be a conventional symbol for 

shell plating or any other members requiring a maxi

m u m tensile strength, where the welding can be done 

from both sides of the work. 

83V 
x 

BUTT WELD, REINFORCED, 
STRENGTH OF 3 LAYERS, 
VERTICAL, DOUBLE VEE. 

-DOUBLE VEE 

PLATE PLATE 

VERTICAL WELD 

93F BUTT WELD, FLUSH, 
COMPOSITE OF 3 LAYERS, 
FLAT, DOUBLE BEVEL. 

PLATE PLATE 

•\ \ \ 

1 2 3 
DOUBLE BEVEL 

This symbol shows two plates butted together in 

a flat position where the welding can only be applied 

from the top surface. It shows a weld required for 

plating where both strength and watertightness are to 

be considered. The welding material is applied in a 

minimum of three layers and finished flush with the 

level of the plates. Both edges of the adjoining plates 

are beveled to an angle, the degrees of which are left 

to the discretion and judgment of the designer, and 

should only be used when it is impossible to weld from 

both sides of the work. 
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The sketch shows the edges of two plates lapping 

each other with the welding material applied in not 

less than two layers at each edge, with a concaved 

caulking finish, so applied, as to make the welded seams 

absolutely water, air or oil tight. The edges of the 

plates themselves are left in a natural or sheared finish. 

Conditions of this kind will often occur around bulk

head door frames where maximum strength is not ab

solutely essential. 

A, LAP WELD, CONCAVE, CAULKING OF 2 LAYERS, 
OVERHEAD AND FLAT. 
STRAIGHT. 

FLAT WELD 

OVERHEAD WELD 

18/836V 
LAP WELD, REINFORCED, 
STRENGTH OF 3 LAYERS 
AND TACKING, 18" CENTER 
TO CENTER, 6" LONG, 
VERTICAL, STRAIGHT. 

.A 

The illustration herein shown, is somewhat exag

gerated as regards the bending of the plates, but it is 

only shown this way to fully illustrate the tack and 

continuous weld. It shows the edges of the plates 

lapped with one edge welded with a continuous weld 

of a minimum of three layers with a reinforced finish 

thereby giving a maximum tensile strength to the 

weld, and the other edge of the plate, tack welded. 

The tacks are six inches long with a space of 12 inches 

between the welds or 18 inches from center to center 

of welds. In both cases, the edges of the plates are left 

in a natural or sheared state. 

The sketch shows a condition exaggerated, which 

is apt to occur in side plating where the plates were 

held in position with bolts for the purpose of alinement 

before being welded. The edges are to be welded with 

a minimum of three layers of welding material for a 

strength weld and finished flush, and after the bolts 

are removed, the holes thus left are to be filled in with 

welding material in a manner prescribed for strength 

welding. The edges of the plates are to be left in a 

natural or sheared state, which is customary in most 

cases of lapped welding. 

/ ^ \ 

PLUG AND LAP WELD, 
STRENGTH OF 3 LAYERS 
FLUSH, FLAT, OVERHEAD, 
HORIZONTAL. 

FLAT WELD 

HORIZONTAL 
PLUG WELD 
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PLUG AND FILLET WELD, 
REINFORCED, STRENGTH OF 
3 LAYERS, FLAT, SINGLE 
BEVEL AND STRAIGHT. 

The adjoining sketch shows a pad eye attached to 

a plate by means of a fillet weld along the edge of the 

fixture, and further strengthened by plug welds in two 

countersunk holes drilled in the fixture. The welding 

material is applied in a flat position for a strength weld 

with a minimum of three layers and a reinforced finish. 

The edges of the holes are bevelled to an angle, which 

is left to the judgment of the designer, but the edges 

of the fixture are left in their natural state. This 

method is used in fastening fixtures, clips or accessories 

that would be subjected to an excessive strain or vi

bration. 

This illustration shows a fixture attached to a plate 

by means of a composite weld of not less than three 

layers with a reinforced finish. The fixture being placed 

vertically, necessitates a combination of flat, vertical 

and overhead welding in the course of its erection. 

Although a fixture of this kind would never be required 

to be watertight, the composite symbol is simply as a 

possibility of a combination. 

tfOVI/ 
\?3J 

FILLET WELD, REINFORCED, 

COMPOSITE OF 3 LAYERS, 

FLAT, VERTICAL AND 

OVERHEAD, STRAIGHT. 

SECTION' 
THRU AA 

w 
FILLET WELD, FLUSH, 
STRENGTH OF 3 LAYERS 
FLAT, STRAIGHT. 

This symbol represents a fixture attached to a plate 

by a strength fillet weld of not less than three layers, 

finished flush. The edges of the fixture are left in their 

natural state, and the welding material applied in the 

corner formed by the vertical edge of the fixture in con
tact with the face of the plate. 
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The adjoining sketch illustrates the edge of a plate 

welded to the face of another plate, as in the case of 

the bottom of a transverse bulkhead being welded 

against the deck plating. To obtain a maximum ten

sile strength at the joint, the edge of the plate is cut to 

"single vee" and welded on both sides with a strength 

weld of not less than three layers, and finished flush. 

This would be a convenient way of fastening the inter-

costals to the keelsons. In this particular case, the 

welding is done in a flat position. 

.8 3 V 
TEE WELD, REINFORCED, 
STRENGTH OF 3 LAYERS, 
VERTICAL, SINGLE VEE. 

.8 3 F. 
TEE WELD, FLUSH, 
STRENGTH OF 3 LAYERS, 
FLAT, SINGLE VEE. 

This symbol shows another case of tee weld with 

the seam setting in a vertical position, and the welding 

material applied from both sides of the work. The 

edge of the plate is finished with a "single vee" and 

a minimum of three layers of welding material applied 

from each side, finished with a convex surface, thereby 

making the sectional area, per square inch of the weld, 

greater than that of the plate, allowing for a maximum 

tensile strength in the weld. 

The illustration herein shown, represents an ex

ample of the possible combination of symbols. An 

angle iron is tack welded to the plate in the form of a 

strap or stiffener, though in actual practice, this might 

never occur. The tacks are spaced twelve inches from 

center to center, and are six inches long, and applied 

in a flat position, with a reinforced finish. As the strap 

prevents welding the plate from both sides, the edge of 

the plate is bevelled, and the welding material applied 

for strength in not less than three layers in an overhead 

position and finished flush. Note that in specifying 

tack welds, it is essential to give the space from center 

to center of weld, and length of weld by use of figures 

representing inches placed either side of the circum

scribing symbol of the combination. 

STRAP AND TEE WELD, 
FLAT, REINFORCED, TACK, 
12" CENTER TO CENTER, 
6" LONG, SINGLE BEVEL, 
OVERHEAD, STRENGTH OF 
3 LAYERS, FLUSH. 
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Arc Welding Equipments 

The two systems now in general use in this country 

for electric arc welding are as follows: 

1—Single operator system. 

2—Multiple operator system. 

A single operator equipment is one in which a sepa

rate machine is provided for each operator. As many 

of these machines are stationed at different points in a 

shop or terminal as the demands require, each machine 

receiving its current direct from the supply circuit. 

A single operator portable equipment differs only 

from the single operator stationary equipment in that 

the machine is mounted on a truck in order that it may 

be moved from one point to another as the occasion 

requires, receiving its power from outlets on the sup

ply circuit, conveniently located about the shop. 

The multiple operator equipment is one in which 

more than one operator receives current for welding 

direct from the same machine which is centrally lo

cated in a shop, or terminal. There is provided for 

each operator, a control panel which will enable cur

rents of different values to be obtained in any one 

circuit without interference with the other operators. 

WESTINGHOUSE EQUIPMENT FOR ELECTRIC 
ARC WELDING 

The successful application of the arc welding pro

cess is largely dependent on the selection of the proper 

equipment. Engineers of the Westinghouse Electric & 

Manufacturing Company have for many years been 

actively engaged in an investigation of this subject 

and the company has been making extensive use of 

the process in its own shops for over 15 years. 

The Westinghouse equipment described in the fol

lowing pages, therefore, has been built in accordance 

with the latest information and practice. It has been 

designed to give stability and penetrating power, fre

quently referred to as "Pep," which produces good 

fusion. 

The prime requisites of Electric Arc Welding Equip

ment are: 

1. Sufficient potential capacity to sustain the 

arc when lengthened. This is necessary to overcome 

irregularities in the material being welded, which in 

turn cause variations in the resistance of the circuit. 

2. M i n i m u m reactance in circuit to permit the 

arc to penetrate deeply into the work thereby insuring 

thorough fusion. 

3. Constant heat at the arc in order to produce 

constant flow of metal. This requires variable volt

age at the arc in order to maintain constant current, 

as the rate of fusion of the metal depends on the cur

rent. The reason that variable voltage is required to 

maintain constant current is because of variation in 

the resistance of the arc path or circuit due to the 

following: 

(a) Foreign matter such as scale, rust, etc., in the 

path of the arc. (b) Variation in the length of the arc 

caused by the molten metal traveling from the elec

trode to the weld, (c) Unsteadiness of the operator's 

hand, and (d) unevenness of the surface over which the 

welding is directed. 

In developing apparatus to meet the above re

quirements, the Westinghouse Electric & Manufac

turing Company has produced thoroughly reliable out-

175 ampere Portable AC-DC Welding Motor Generator Set. 

fits which are economical in operation, and at the same 

time are so simple in construction as to require little 

attention from the operator. All current-limiting de

vices such as relays and other complications have 

been eliminated from the control system, an ordinary 

circuit-breaker, or National Electrical Code enclosed 

fuses being the only protective devices required. 
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Westinghouse Electric generating equipment for 

arc welding is divided into two classes: 

1—Single Operator 

2—Multiple Operator 

The Single Operator Equipment is designed to 

supply welding power for one operator only. It is a 

most efficient equipment because the generator oper

ates at arc voltage and no resistance is used in circuit 

with the arc. The generator is designed to inher

ently stabilize the arc, thereby eliminating the necessity 

for providing automatic moving devices such as relays, 

solenoid control resistors, etc., which not only increase 

the cost of investment and maintenance but may not 

be quick enough in action to follow the instantaneous 

welder to do vertical or overhead work often encoun

tered in railroad shops and ship construction. 

Due to the special design and interconnections of 

the generator and its exciter it is unusually easy for 

the operator to strike and maintain the arc. Although 

the generator is strictly a short arc machine the arc 

produced is very tenacious and causes the deposited 

metal to penetrate deeply into the work. These 

features are extremely desirable as they make it easier 

for a new operator to learn to do welding work and 

enable experienced welders to accomplish more in a 

working day. 

The generator is mounted on common shaft and 

bedplate with the motor. A pedestal bearing is sup-

Volt Ampere Characteristic. 

changes of the arc circuit. 
The generator of the set has a rated capacity of 17.5 

amperes, is of Westinghouse standard design and con

struction, provided with commutating poles. 

The design of the control is such that very close 

adjustment of current may be easily and quickly made, 

and once made the amount of current at the weld will 

remain fixed within close limits until changed by the 

operator. There are 21 steps provided from 50 to 225 

amperes. This gives a current regulation of less than 

9 amperes per step which makes it much easier for a 

o.5>.w:s 

<—«s. 
Reversing 
Field 

Diagrams of Connections of Single Operator Generator and Exciter. 

plied on the commutator end which carries a bracket 

for supporting the exciter which is coupled to the 

common shaft of the set by means of a flexible coupling. 

Motors can be supplied for either direct or alternating 

current circuits. When an alternating-current motor 

is used leads are brought outside the motor frame for 

connecting either 220 or 440-volt circuits. An elec

trician can change these connections in a few minutes 

time. This feature is particularly desirable on portable 

outfits which may be moved from one shop to another 

having a supply circuit of different voltages. 

Ball bearings are used on the single operator motor 

generator set. This type of bearing is particularly 

adaptable to this class of service, especially on portable 

equipments. 

Where the equipment is required for portable ser

vice, the motor generator set with the control panel is 

mounted on a fabricated steel truck, equipped with 

roller bearing wheels. The portable equipment can be 

easily hauled about the shop or yards by one man. 

The suitable plugs and receptacles for 3-phase, 3-wire 
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or 2-phase, 4-wire, alternating-current and direct-cur

rent motors allow the set to be quickly and conven

iently connected to the supply circuit at any desirable 

point. Only one plug is required for the motor but 

the number of receptacles required depends upon the 

number of points at which it is desired to do welding 

work. 

Multiple Operator—The equipment for this ser

vice consists of a motor-generator, control panel and 

accessories. 

Motor-generators are furnished in the following 

capacities: 300, 500, 750 and 1000 amperes. They are 

of the standard Westinghouse design and construction, 

but have special features fitting them for this service. 

Particular attention is paid to the commutation of the 

generators which are provided with commutating poles 

and exceptionally long commutators so that they will 

carry heavy momentary over-loads with no special 

protection even at the time of striking the are. The 

circuit-breaker on the control panel is designed to take 

care of prolonged over-loads. The generator is com

pound wound, flat compounded. That is it delivers 

60 volts at no-load and also at full load. It is driven by 

a motor of the proper size and with characteristics to 

suit the requirements of the power circuit and is 

mounted compactly on a bedplate where two or more 

1000 ampere AC-DC Welding Motor Generator Set. 

operators, each provided with a separate control or 

outlet panel, can do welding at the same time with 

current taken from the same generator without any 

interference between operators, provided the main 

circuit is of sufficient capacity. 

RC - VELDING (g) 
Proper starting devices are supplied with the motor-

generators for D C - D C sets, suitable wall-mounting 

starters being furnished with low-voltage release and 

overload protection. For A C - D C sets, auto-starters 

are provided. 

Control—The control equipment for Multiple 

Operator Equipment is divided into several classes and 

types as follows: 

300 ampere DC-DC Welding Motor Generator Set. 

Class I—In this class the main generator panel pro

vides for the control of the generator and for one 

welding circuit of the same capacity as the generator, 

except in the case of 1000-ampere outfit, on which the 

welding circuit has a capacity of only 800 amperes. To 

provide for more than one welding circuit, outlet pan

els, such as are described later, are necessary. The 

apparatus on the control panel is as follows: 

1— Voltmeter 

1—Ammeter 

1—Carbon Circuit Breaker 

1—Rheostat Mounting 

4 or 5—Switches to control the resistance and obtain 

adjustments of the welding current. 

Class II—This panel is arranged for the control of 

the generator only, no provision being made for weld

ing circuits, which are controlled by the use of outlet 

panels. The panel has the following apparatus mounted 

thereon: 

1—Voltmeter 

1—Ammeter 

1—Carbon Circuit Breaker 

1—Rheostat Mounting 

1—D. P. S. T. knife switch to connect generator to 
circuit. 
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Multiple Operator Portable 

Equipment 
For portable service, the 300 and 500 ampere motor-

generators and control panels are mounted on a sub

stantial four-wheel truck made of structural steel so 

designed as to permit of easy movement from one part 

of the shop to another. The set is placed over the rear 

wheels and the control equipment, being lighter, over 

the front wheels. This arrangement permits easy guid

ing and handling by one or two men on the ordinary 

shop floor. 

300 ampere AC-DC Welding Motor Generator Set. 

Direct current motors for this service are started by 

means of a multipoint knife switch; those sets with 

A. C. motors, by means of auto-starters. In each case, 

the starting device is provided as a part of the equip

ment. 

The control for the portable equipment consists of 

the following class and types: 

Class III—The control apparatus supplied with 

the portable arc welding outfit is compactly mounted 

on the truck with the motor generator. 

The panel for the 300-ampere portable equipment 

is equipped with: 

1—Voltmeter 

1—Ammeter 

1—Rheostat 

2—D. P. S. T. service switches 

8—Switches to control resistors 

The generator is protected by a railway type cir

cuit-breaker. The control circuits are arranged so that 

two operators can weld with the metal electrode at the 

same time, each using one service switch and three 

switches to control the resistors, obtaining current 

from 20 to 185 amperes in 15 steps. 

In case it is desired to use the carbon-electrode, the 

two cables for the metal electrode holders may be 

paralleled, the current m a y then be adjusted from 160 

to 320 amperes in eight steps. 

The control panel for the 500-ampere portable 

equipment is designed for metal and carbon electrode 

welding and is provided with: 

1—Voltmeter 

3—Ammeters 

1—Rheostat 

3—D. P. S. T. service switches 

12—Double throw switches to control resistors 

The generator of this outfit is protected by fuses. 

The three main service switches control three welding 

circuits each of 15 to 225 amperes for carbon or metal 

electrode welding. By paralleling the three circuits 

Class I Combination generator and welding panel 
with outlet panel on right. 

500 Ampere class II control panel and 4 type "A" (Metal Electrode) 
outlet panels. 
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carbon welding at 450 to 675 amperes can be done. 

For both the 300 and 500-ampere control panels, 

the resistors are mounted in angle iron frames behind 

the slate and the entire top, rear, and sides are covered 

with expanded metal. 

Outlet Panels. These are located at various points 

about the shop where welding is to be done. Classes I 

and II panels, previously described, control the gener

ator and connect it to the main welding circuit. The 

outlet panels are operated by the individual welders so 

that each can control his own circuit without any 

interference whatever with other welding circuits. The 

various types of outlet panels are as follows: 

Type A Panel. This panel is used exclusively for 

light metal electrode work and has mounted upon it a 

carbon circuit-breaker, service switch, and four switches 

for controlling the welding resistors. The current is 

adjustable from 20 amperes to 170 amperes in 15 steps. 

Type B Panel. This panel is designed for either 

metal electrode or light carbon electrode work. The 

apparatus consists of a carbon circuit-breaker service 

switch, and five switches for controlling the welding 

resistors by which the current can be adjusted from 

25 to 190 amperes in 15 steps, for use with the metal 

electrode. For use with carbon electrode the current 

can be adjusted from 210 to 350 amperes in 14 steps. 

Type E Portable Outlet Panel. 

Type C Panel. Carbon electrode welding only is 

done with this panel on which is mounted a carbon 

circuit-breaker, service switch, and four switches for 

controlling the welding resistors. The current can be 

adjusted from 150 to 550 amperes in 6 steps. 

Type D Panel. The conductors and resistors fur

nished with this panel are suitable for the heaviest 

kind of carbon welding or for metal electrode work. 

The equipment consists of a carbon circuit-breaker, 

service switch, and four double-throw switches for con

trolling the resistors. The switches are made double-

throw to provide for both carbon and metal electrode 

welding. Consequently, current adjustments from 15 

to 225 amperes in 15 steps can be obtained for metal-

electrode work and adjustments from 125 to 650 am

peres in 11 steps for carbon-electrode work. 

Type E Portable Outlet Panels. These panels 

are designed for metal electrode welding. The resistors 

are mounted in an angle iron frame and completely 

protected by an expanded metal cover. On the top of 

the unit are eye bolts so that the panels can be lifted 

Left-Schematic diagram of Right-Schematic diagram class I 
outlet panel. combination control panel. 

by a crane and moved about as desired. On the front 

of the framework is mounted an ebony asbestos panel 

provided with a carbon circuit-breaker, ammeter, and 

four switches for controlling resistors. The current 

adjustment obtainable is from 15 to 225 amperes in 

15 steps. With its equipment of connections either 

one or two-wire operation can be obtained. 

Type F Portable Outlet Panels. These panels 

are designed especially for portable service being pro

vided with a handle and mounted on ball bearing-

castors, so that they can be easily moved about the 

shop. The resistors are mounted in a frame work and 

protected by expanded metal covers. The panel on 

the front supports a railway type circuit-breaker and 
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the dial contracts for controlling the resistors. The Reactors. To improve the characteristics of the 

entire panel is covered with a hinged metal cover metal electrode welding circuit, a reactance is often-

through which the operating handles of the dial switch times desirable for each operator's circuit as with it in 

and circuit-breaker protrude. Nine current steps from the circuit, the arc can be much more readily struck 

without the electrode "freezing" to the work. It as

sists in holding back the first heavy rush of current 

and increases the stability of the arc momentarily. 

Its action is frequently compared with that of a fly

wheel to an engine. The reactor is also especially 

desirable where the work cannot be thoroughly cleaned 

of grease, paint, anti-rust compounds, absorbed oil or 

gas, etc., as it will help the operator to keep the arc 

from being broken or blown out. 

It may be secured for operation with the 300-ampere 

Class I control panels, also with types A, B, I) and E 

outlet panels. For the 300-ampere portable equipment 

two reactances are desirable, one for each of the two 

metal electrode circuits, and 3 for the 500 ampere set. 

Reactor for metallic electrode welding circuits. 

70 to 210 amperes can be obtained for metal electrode 

work, and four steps from 200 to 350 amperes for 

carbon electrode work. 
Metal electrode holder above and carbon electrode 

holder below. 

Accessories 

Protective Equipment. A considerable amount. 

of ultra-violet light radiates from the electric arc, and 

produces an effect similar to that of sunburn if any 

part of the operator's body is unprotected from the 

rays for many minutes at a time. For this reason, it is 

necessary for the operator to wear heavy closely woven 

clothing that completely covers the body, arms and 

limbs. For the protection of the hands and wrists, 

leather gauntlets or a double pair of cotton gauntlets. 

are used. 
Outline diagram of reactor. 
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Hood. The hood provides protection for the head, 

face and neck and is constructed, as shown in the illus

tration, of a non-conduction material, to avoid acci

dental shock or burn as might occur if the electrode or 

electrode holder should strike a metal hood while it was 

in contact with the work. 

Shield. Still another form is that of the shield 

which is provided with a handle and is held in the free 

hand of the operator between the face and the arc. 

Each of the above devices must be provided with 

some form of transparent lens, such as mica or glass so 

that the work may be observed without injury to the 

eyes. These lenses are usually two in number and con

sist of a special arc welder's glass and one clear glass, 

the latter to protect the other lens from being pitted 

by flying particles of hot metal. 

Enclosure. A suitable enclosure is highly desir

able for each welding station to protect other workmen 

in the immediate vicinity from the glare and heat. 

These booths or stations should be located at conven

ient places in the shop where all miscellaneous work 

may be brought, and should be painted a dead mottled 

black on the inside. 

Electrode Holders. Holders are necessary to use 

the electrode material and they are furnished in two 

types: one for carbon-electrode work, and one for 

metal-electrode work, both of which are shown in the 

accompanying illustration. 

The carbon-electrode holder is provided with a 

simple effective clamp of rugged construction which 

grips the electrode securely, and yet readily permits 

rapid replacement of the electrode. As there is greater 

heat in the carbon arc, a disc is provided to protect the 

hand against the heat from the arc. The hand grip is 

so designed that the heat of the cable will not be in

jurious. The holder with the attached conducting 

cable is balanced so that in holding it, the strain on the 

operator's wrist is reduced to a minimum. 

The metal-electrode holder is similar to, but some

what smaller than the carbon electrode holder, as 

smaller currents are used. Furthermore, the protective 

disc is not necessary on account of less heat being 

developed at the arc. 

Safety Enclosed Switches. Krantz safety auto-

lock switches are desirable in steel mills, factories, 

mines and similar places employing men having practi

cally no knowledge of electricity, and where switches 

SWITCH ON 

THIS SIDE MUST BE CONNECTED TO LOAD THIS SIDE MUST BE CONNECTED TO LINE 

Krantz safety switch 

must be placed in locations subject to damage from 

trucks or material. •..; 

The Krantz safety enclosed switches offer particular 

advantage in that they are 100 per cent safe under all 

conditions, and brush moving contacts are made use of 

in place of the knife-blade form of contact previously 

used for switch construction. 

The switch parts are mounted inside of a sheet steel 

box so that the door over the fuses is automatically 

locked when the switch is in the closed position. When 

the contacts are open, the door can be opened, in which 

position it is held by means of a catch, and the switch 

cannot be closed. 

Operator holding shield. Protective Hood. 
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Fig. 1 Fig. 2 Fig 3 
Fig. 1 shows a badly cracked locomotive cylinder. This illustration shows the cracked edges after thev have been beveled and drilled and 

tapped for steel bolts. Fig 2 shows the steel bolts in position and the cylinder prepared for welding. 
Fig. 3 shows the weld completed and finished. 
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WESTINGHOUSE PRODUCTS 
Only a few of the Westinghouse products can be listed here. The following, however, give an idea 

of the great variety of electrical apparatus manufactured and the 
many extensive fields for its use. 1 

FOR INDUSTRIAL U S E 

Motors and controllers for every application, the more important 
of which are: Machine shops, woodworking plants, textile mills, steel 
mills, flour mills, cement mills, brick and clay plants, printing plants, 
bakeries, laundries, irrigation, elevators and pumps. 

Welding outfits 

Gears 

Heating devices for industrial use, such as: Glue pots, immersion 
heaters, solder pots, hat-making machinery, and electric ovens. 

FOR POWER PLANTS AND TRANSMISSION LINES 

Arc lamps and accessories 

Circuit-breakers and switches 

Condensers 

Controllers 

Control switches 

Frequency changers 

Fuses and fuse blocks 

Generators 

Insulating material 

Lamps, incandescent and arc 

Lightning arresters 

Line material 

Locomotives 

Meters 

Motors 

Motor-generators 

Rectifiers 

Regulators 

Relays 

Solder and soldering fluids 

Slokers 

Substations, portable 

Switchboards 

Synchronous converters 

Transformers 

Turbine-generators 

FOR TRANSPORTATION 

Locomotives 

Railway Equipment 

Marine Equipment 

FOR MINES 

Arc lamps 

Locomotives 

Motors for hoists and pumps 

M ot or - ge n e ra tors 

Portable substations 

Switchboards 

Line material 

Ventilating outfits 

FOR FARMS 

Motors for driving churns, cream separators, corn shellers, feed 
grinders, pumps, air compressors, grindstones, fruit cleaning machines 
and sorting machines. 

Generators for light, power, and heating apparatus 
Transformers 

FOR OFFICE AND STORE 

Electric radiators 

Fans 
Arc lamps 

Mazda lamps 
Small motors for driving addressing machines, dictaphones, adding 

machines, cash carriers, moving window displays, signs, flashers, 
envelope sealers, duplicators, etc. 

Ventilating outfits 

FOR ELECTRIC AND GASOLINE AUTOMOBILES AND THE GARAGE 

Battery charging outfits 

Charging plugs and receptacles 
Lamps 

Meters 

Motors and Controllers 

Small motors for driving lathes, tire pumps, machine tools 
polishing and grinding lathes. 

Solder and soldering fluids 

Starling, lighting and ignition systems, embracing: Starting 
motors, generators, ignition units, lamps, headlights, switches, etc. 

Tire vulcanizers 

Recti go n 

FOR THE HOME 

Electric ware, including: Toaster stoves, toasters, irons, warming 
pads, curling irons, coffee percolators, chafing dishes, disc stoves, 
radiators and sterilizers. 

Automatic electric ranges 

Fans 

Incandescent lamps 

Small motors for driving coffee grinders, ice cream freezers, 
ironing machines, washing machines, vacuum cleaners, sewing 
machines, small lathes, polishing and grinding wheels, p u m p s and 
piano players. 

Sew-Motors. 

€ 
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WESTINGHOUSE DISTRICT OFFICES 

ALBANY, N. Y 414 Juurnal Bldg. 

ATLANTA, G A Chandler Bldg., 127 Peachtree Street 
BALTIMORE, M D . . . . Westinghouse Bldg., 121 E. Baltimore Street 
BIRMINGHAM, ALA. . . Brown-Marx Bldg., First Ave. and 20th Street 
BLUEFIELD, W. V A Law and Commerce Building 
BOSTON, M A S S Rice Building, 10 High Street 
BUFFALO, N. Y Ellicott Square Bldg., Ellicott Square 
BUTTE, M O N T . . . Montana Electric Co. Bldg., 50-52 East Broadway 
CHARLESTON, W . V A Kanawha Nat. Bank Bldg. 
CHARLOTTE, N. C. . . . Commercial Bank Bldg., Rooms 409-10-11, 
CHATTANOOGA, T E N N Hamilton National Bank Building 
CHICAGO, III Conway Bldg., Ill W. Washington Street 
CINCINNATI, O Traction Bldg., 5th and Walnut Streets 
CLEVELAND, O Swetland Bldg., 1010 Euclid Ave. 
COLUMBUS, O. Interurban Terminal Bldg,, 3rd and Rich Streets 

DALLAS, TEX. . . . Cotton Exchange Bldg., Akard and Wood Streets 

DAYTON, O Riebold Bldg., S. Main Street 

DENVER, C O L Gas and Electric Bldg., 910 15th Street 

D E S MOINES, I O W A 608 Securities Building 

DETROIT, MICH. . . Dime Savings Bank Bldg.. Fort and Griswold Streets 

DULUTH, MlNN Alwcrth Building 

E L PASO, T E X Mills Bldg,, Oregon and Mills Streets 

HOUSTON, T E X A S Union National Bank Building 
T H E HAWAIIAN ELECTRIC COMPANY 

INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 

JOPLIN, M O . . 

KANSAS CITY, M O , 

LOUISVILLE, K Y . . 

Los ANGELES, CAL. 

MEMPHIS, TENN, . 

MILWA U K E E , WJS. 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN. 

Na 

NIAGARA FALLS, N 

N E W O R L E A N S , LA. 

N E W YORK, N. Y. 

PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

PITTSBURGH, PA. 

PORTLAND, ORE. 

ROCHESTER, N. Y. 

ST. LOUIS, M O . 

SALT L A K E CITY, U T A H 

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. 

SEATTLE, W A S H . 

SYRACUSE, N. Y. . 

TOLEDO, O. . 

TUCSON, ARIZONA . 

WASHINGTON, D. C 

WILKES-BARRE, PA. 

LTD., HONOLULU, T. H.,-

Traction Terminal Bldg., Illinois and Market Streets 
. Miner's Bank Building, Room 306 

Orear-Leslie Bldg., 1012 Baltimore Avenue 
Marion E. Taylor Bldg., 312 4th Avenue 

.I.N, Van Nuys Bldg,, 7th and Spring Streets 
. Exchange Bldg., 6 N. 2nd Street 

First National Bank Bldg., 425 E. Water Street 
Met. Life Insurance Bldg., 119-131 S. 3rd Street 

324 Gluck Building 
. Maison Blanche Bldg. ,921 Canal Street 

City Investing Bldg., 165 Broadway 
. Widener Bldg., 1325-1329 Chestnut Street 

Union Bank Bldg., 306 Wood Street 
thwestern Bank Bldg., Broadway and Morrison Street 
Chamber of Commerce Bldg., 119 E. Main Street 

300 N. Broadway 
. Walker Bank Bldg., 2nd, South and Main Streets 

First National Bank Building, 1 Montgomery Street 
Alaska Bldg., 2nd and Cherry Streets 

University Bldg., 120 Vanderbilt Square 
Ohio Bldg., Madison Ave. and Superior Street 

Immigration Bldg. 
Hibbs Bldg., 723 15th Street N. W. 

Miner's Bank Building 
Agent 

WESTINGHOUSE AGENT JOBBERS 

JULIUS A N D R A E & SONS C O Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
CARROLL ELECTRICAL C O M P A N Y Washington, D. C. 

CENTRAL T E L E P H O N E & ELECTRIC C O St. Louis, Mo. 

COLUMBIAN ELECTRICAL C O M P A N Y St. Joseph, Mo. 

COMMERCIAL ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO. Detroit, Mich. 
ELECTRIC R W Y . & MFRS. SUPPLY C O San Francisco, Cal-

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY C O M P A N Y New Orleans, La. 

T H E E R N E R ELECTRIC CO. Cleveland, Ohio 
FOBES SUPPLY C O M P A N Y Portland, Ore. 

FOBES SUPPLY C O M P A N Y Seattle, Washington 
GILHAM-SCHOEN ELECTRIC C O Atlanta, Ga. 

HESSELL AND H O P P E N New Haven, Conn_ 
ILLINOIS ELECTRIC C O M P A N Y Chicago. Ill 

ILLINOIS ELECTRIC C O M P A N Y Los Angeles, Cal. 

INTERMOUNTAIN ELECTRIC C O M P A N Y . . . . Salt Lake City, Utah 
T H E JOHNSON ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO. Cincinnati, Ohio 
M C C A R T H Y BROS. & FORD Buffalo, N. Y. 

T H E M C G R A W C O M P A N Y Sioux City, Iowa 
T H E M C G R A W C O M P A N Y Omaha, Nebr. 
M I N E & SMELTER SUPPLY Co Denver, Colo. 

M I N E & SMELTER SUPPLY C O El Paso, Texas 

T H E M O N T A N A ELECTRIC C O M P A N Y Butte, Montana 
T H E M O O R E - H A N D L E Y H A R D W A R E C O M P A N Y . . . .Birmingham,Ala-

NORTHWESTERN ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT C O New York, N. Y. 

P E N N ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING CO. Scranton, Pa. 

H. C. ROBERTS ELECTRIC SUPPLY Co Philadelphia, Pa. 

H. C. ROBERTS ELECTRIC SUPPLY C O M P A N Y . . . . Syracuse, N. Y. 

ROBBINS ELECTRIC COMPANY Pittsburgh, Pa. 

ROCHESTER ELECTRICAL SUPPLY C O M P A N Y 

REICHMAN-CROSBY C O M P A N Y . 

SATTERLEE ELECTRIC C O M P A N Y . . . , 

SUPERIOR SUPPLY C O M P A N Y 

ST. PAUL ELECTRIC COMPANY . 

H. C. TAFEL ELECTRIC CO., INC. 

TEL-ELECTRIC C O M P A N Y 

TOWER-BINFORD ELECTRIC & M F G . C O M P A N Y 

UNITED ELECTRIC C O M P A N Y . 

UNITED ELECTRIC COMPANY . 

UNITED ELECTRIC C O M P A N Y . . . . 

.Rochester, N. Y. 

. Memphis, Tenn. 
Kansas City, Mo-
Bluefield, W. Va. 
. St. Paul, Minn. 

Louisville, Ky. 
. Houston. Texas 
. Richmond, Va. 

. Tulsa. Okla. 
Oklahoma City, Okla. 

. Wichita, Kansas 
T H E V A R N E Y ELECTRICAL SUPPLY Co Evansville, Ind. 

T H E V A R N E Y ELECTRICAL SUPPLY Co Indianapolis,Ind. 

T H E WASHINGTON ELECTRIC SUPPLY Co Spokane, Wash. 

SERVICE DEPARTMENT REPAIR SHOPS 

ATLANTA, GA. . . . . 

BOSTON, M A S S 

BUFFALO, N. Y 

CHICAGO, III 

DETROIT, M I C H 

Los ANGELES, C A L 2026 Bay Street 

Cor. Mangum and Markham Streets 
12 Farnsworth Street 
141-157 Milton Street 
. 32 So. Peoria Street 

1531-1541 6th St. 

N E W YORK, N. Y. 

PHILADELPHIA, PA. 

PITTSBURGH, PA. . 

SALT L A K E CITY, U T A H 

ST. LOUIS, MO. 

. • 467 Tenth Avenue 
214-220 North 22nd Street 
6905 Susquehanna Street 

573 W. 2nd St. South 
. 1906 Pine Street 

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL 1400 Fourth Street 

SEATTLE, W A S H 560 First Avenue, South 

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC INTERNATIONAL COMPANY, 165 Broadway, New York, U. S. A. 
M A I N W O R K S : East Pittsburgh, Pa. L O N D O N OFFICE: No. 2 Norfolk Street, Strand. C U B A OFFICE: Royal Bank of Canada Bldg., Havana 

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES 

M E X I C O — G . Amsinck & Company of Mexico, Inc. ARGENTINE—L. T. Peck Buenos Aires 
BRAZIL—Walter & Co Rio de Janeiro, for Northern Brazil 

Byington & Co Sao Paulo, for Southern Brazil 
CHINA—Gaston, Williams & Wigmore Electrical Engineering Corp., Shanghai 

CHILE—Errazuriz, Simpson & Co Santioga 
COLOMBIA—Vincente B. Villa & Co Medellin 
COSTA R I C A — H . T. Purdy San Jose 
JAPAN—Takata & Company Tokio 

3 a de la Palma 34, 
Mexico, D. F. 

GUATEMALA—Emilio Selle & Co Guatemala City 
PERU—Emilio Wagner & Cia Lima 
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS—Erlanger & Galinger Manila 
PORTO RICO—Porto Rico Railway, Light & Power Co. . . . San Juan 
S A L V A D O R — W . C. McEntee Santa Ana 




